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    From the dot Desk

Dear dot Family,

At the beginning of a year it is rewarding to
glance back, acknowledge and celebrate the
journey we have made together. As of now
the ABA family stands at an expanded 4500
members, spread across all our business
divisions. That is indeed a huge milestone
that calls for celebration.

If we permit ourselves a moment of
reminiscing, the Ali Bin Ali Holding we see
today began its life under the able hand of
our visionary Founder. In 1945, our Founder
set out with determination to provide quality
international products and services to the
people of Qatar. That beginning, over seven
decades ago, makes us the oldest, strongest
and best-known conglomerate in the country
today. 

Since then the dream has only grown bigger.
Our businesses have diversified and spanned
across numerous sectors. Our brand is renown
and the trust behind the Ali Bin Ali name is
immense - a cause for celebration, once
again. Today, we have our presence in Qatar,
KSA, Kuwait, Monaco and Hungary, being

served by a staff contingent that represents
over 80 nationalities! That too is an
incredible milestone.          

Our success and growth has a key. That key is
you! Your face is among the 4500 employees
who make ABA what it is. Your capabilities
and talents, your expertise and experience is
what drives us forward. So let’s take a
moment to acknowledge each other, to look
across with respect at a colleague, to think
about a business division and marvel at how
it has grown, to recollect a memory from the
past related to the ABA Holding and say, “we
have done this together”. 

A hallmark of a successful conglomerate is
that it constantly evolves. The ABA Holding is
no different. Our ambitions are expansive and
the paths of our businesses may change. But
what will remain at the heart of it all will be
an indomitable spirit that says “Yalla - on to
our next success”. 

And most importantly, you and I get to be a
part of it. That is something truly special.

Imad Hashim
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Upholding the importance of
employee engagement and
team-building, Ali Bin Ali
Holding’s Travel & Cargo
division arranged a special
family day out on May 3,
2019. The gathering was
organized at The Diplomatic Club -
an intimate, serene waterfront
club in the heart of Doha.
The management team of the
division, GSA airlines' country
managers and staff, and ABA

Travel employees attended the
event along with their family
members. 
It was a full day of fun and

merriment with lots of indoor and
outdoor activities. All staff
members, their families and kids
participated in the games and
everyone got a chance to be a
winner. After the grand buffet
lunch, the evening concluded with

an exciting raffle draw. 
There were gifts for everybody
sponsored by the division,
stakeholders, GSAs, suppliers and

Ali Bin Ali divisions that
wholeheartedly supported the
event.
General Manager of Ali Bin Ali
Travel & Cargo, Mr. Saeed Al Hajri
applauded the team’s effort and
said: “Thank you all for making

the staff day out a memorable
occasion.  It is with your support
and dedication that the division
is achieving new targets every
day. Always remember,
‘Together we all achieve’.”
Spending time together outside
the office allowed all the staff
members to bond as a team. It
was a nice opportunity to get to
know everyone and celebrate the
division’s accomplishments as a
team.  

Ali Bin Ali’s
Travel division
enjoys a family

day out
3rd  May - 2019

Galeries Lafayette
Doha unveils

‘Together for Good
campaign’ for

Ramadan 2019

To mark the start of the Holy Month of
Ramadan, Ali Bin Ali Holding’s Galeries
Lafayette Doha organized the ‘Together for
Good campaign’ as part of its efforts to give
back to society and nature.
The garment donation campaign upholds the
philosophy of "global initiative for more
responsible fashion".  The endeavor is an
extension of the Galeries Lafayette Group’s
ambitious sustainable development policy that
is applied at Galeries Lafayette all over the
globe.
The 40-day campaign, intended to promote

recyclable fashion,
continued for the entire
month of Ramadan until
after Eid al-Fitr. A 4
meter tall mannequin
has been placed at the
main entrance of
Galeries Lafayette

Doha and all the donated clothes were put up
on it. At the end of every week, on Saturday,
the clothes were taken down and handed over
to charity organizations for donation.
The ‘Together for Good’ initiative promoted
the real meaning of sharing. Statistics show
that an amazing 30% of clothes an
individual buys are never worn. Encouraging
people to share their unused clothes with the
less fortunate is Galeries Lafayette Doha’s
way of paying tribute to the Holy month of
Ramadan.
Upholding the noble idea of donations and
promotion of recycling, Vice Chairman & EVP of
Ali Bin Ali Holding Mr. Nabeel Ali Bin Ali said:

“We are committed towards having a more
responsible business. We believe in
promoting common good and the ‘Together
for Good campaign’ is a manifestation of
that effort. It is not just a campaign, but
also a movement for the progress and
wellbeing of the society. The Holy month of
Ramadan was the ideal time to take this
small step towards greater good. ”
True to its role as a 'brand house' and a
trendsetter, Galeries Lafayette Doha’s
Ramadan 2019 ‘Together for Good’ campaign
champions the idea of charity and the
importance of recyclable fashion for a better
world for all.

5th  May - 2019

After the successful application of the
FORWARD solution for the first quarter
of the year, it was time for Ali Bin Ali
Holding’s iSpot and Spotme to celebrate
the implementation. On May 6, 2019, all
staff members of the iSpot and Spotme
division and members of the FORWARD
PMO gathered at the iSpot showroom at
Doha Festival City to laud the hard work
of all who made the transition to the
new system smooth.
The session was
introduced by the
General Manger of the
Division, Mr.
Mohammad Imran,
who welcomed
everyone and said:
“Ali Bin Ali Holding’s
ERP journey started
back in 2015 and we
have come a long
way since then. One
of the last few
divisions to come on board the
FORWARD bandwagon was iSpot and
Spotme. Last year in December, we
decided to go ahead with this
ambitious project and it wasn’t easy
but it is getting better every day and
we have improved a lot since
December 4. 
"This would not have been possible
without the hard work of the team
supported by the Intrasoft and PMO
team. Yes, there are challenges but I
am sure we will overcome them with
time. This session is basically to thank
all of you in getting us where we are
today. From the company’s
perspective, I think the new tool is
going to further enhance and improve
our work process. 

"Once we start 100% usage of the
system, it will help us in end-to-end
integration – from procurement to
sales."
Division Manager - Retail Mr. Haroon
Naseem, who had led the iSpot &
Spotme team through this migration to
the FORWARD system, thanked his team
for their dedication through the process
of change. 
“Like in any new initiative, we faced
several challenges during the
FORWARD implementation but all of
you did a superb job and worked
beyond your boundaries to overcome
these challenges. The spirit and
commitment you showed was
absolutely phenomenal. I would also
like to thank the ERP team who
worked side by side with us and

guided us through the challenges and
provided solutions," he said.
Representing the division's dealings with
technology, a banner with a giant QR
code was put up at the showroom. The
attendees then scanned the code to
reveal a thank you message from Mr.
Haroon.
While the entire team of iSpot and
Spotme had a huge role to play in the
successful implementation, there were

some individuals
who went that
extra mile and
their contribution
made a big
difference. The
stage was also
used to felicitate
the in-house
heroes, who paved
the way for the
new system to roll
in.

They are Muhammad Shihab - Chief
Accountant, Naveed Rahman
Puthiyapuryil - Senior Accountant,
Andriana Padikova - Brand Manager,
Ghassan Debss - Service Centre Manager,
Kazi Ouhid Hasnat - Logistics Coordinator,
Amer Abdallah Hamzeh - Sales Account
Manager, Lorecelle Anne Benedicto Retiro
- Data Entry Operator and Joely Valencia
Villalon - Store Keeper.
As the division has different lines of
business -- Retail, Service Center and B2B
-- it was quite complex to map out a
general plan. After the implementation
of FORWARD, the whole operation of
iSpot and Spotme has come under ERP.
However, they will continue using
Wincash at the showrooms interfaced
with the ERP. 

6th  May - 2019

iSpot and Spotme
division celebrates
going Live with

FORWARD
application

Scan to watch

VIDEO
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Further elevating the bespoke
experience for luxury lovers in Qatar,
Ali Bin Ali Luxury on May 8, 2019
inaugurated a new Cartier boutique at
21 High st – the ultimate outdoor
shopping destination located in Katara
- The Cultural Village. The new
boutique in Doha blends the Maison’s
local offering with a focus on tradition,
privacy and exclusivity.

The event was graced by the CEO of
Cartier Middle East, India and Africa,
Mr .Christophe Massoni, Chairman &
President of Ali Bin Ali Holding Mr. Adel
Ali Bin Ali, Vice Chairman & EVP of Ali
Bin Holding Mr. Nabeel Ali Bin Ali and
Chief Operating Officer of ABA Luxury
Mr. Awn Zureikat.

The 460 square meter boutique
displays an impressive architecture
with high ceilings, yet provides a
private atmosphere with two main
entrances and three VIP salons
boasting of luxurious boudoir
furnishing. The space also features an
elevated area that will host animations
around art and craftsmanship. 

The boutique’s majestic design
intertwines Cartier codes with local
touch visuals—a powerful blend that
underlines both the Maison’s and the
city’s shared commitment to preserving
and cultivating heritage, hospitality
traditions and personal relationships. 

“We value our partnership with
Cartier, and are delighted to see this
new boutique integrate local
traditions and values. 21 High st is
the perfect home for the jewelry
brand, they complement each other
is class and uniqueness. ” said Mr.
Nabeel Ali Bin Ali, Vice Chairman and
Executive Vice President of Ali Bin Ali
Holding.

Ali Bin Ali Luxury opens
new Cartier boutique at

21 High st, Katara
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Upholding the brand’s pioneering
spirit, Galeries Lafayette Doha
became the stage for launching
the first 5G smartphones in the
region.
In what was a new milestone for

Vodafone Qatar, the telecom
company announced the
availability of the highly
anticipated 5G smartphones to its
customers. The news was unveiled
on May 10, 2019 at Galeries
Lafayette Doha, Vodafone
Qatar’s exclusive partner for the
smartphones' pre-order and
collection phases. 

Sheikh Hamad Abdulla Al-Thani,
Vodafone Qatar’s CEO, handed over
the first locally available Xiaomi Mi
MIX 3 5G to Mr. Adel Ali Bin Ali,
Chairman & President of Ali Bin Ali
Holding, in the presence  of  Mr.
Nabeel Ali Bin Ali, Vice-Chairman
& EVP of Ali Bin Ali Holding.
Intertec Group, the sole distributor
of Xiaomi in Qatar, was
represented by its Managing
Director, Mr. Abdulla Khalifa Al-
Subaey, and Divisional Manager,
Mr. Asraf NK.  
The Xiaomi Mi MIX 3 5G is
powered by the flagship

Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 855
Mobile Platform featuring the
Snapdragon X50 5G modem with
integrated transceiver and
Qualcomm Technologies' RF Front-
End solution, ushering in a new
decade of revolutionary mobile
experiences. The smartphone’s
elegant black exterior is coupled
with its unique slide function for
quick-fire selfies and videos with
no notch full display screen
With each purchase of the Xiaomi
Mi MIX 3 5G, customers received a
Galeries Lafayette Doha gift
voucher. In addition, customers
who signed up to Vodafone Red
Me and above postpaid plans
received several other benefits -

including free valet parking for
12 months. 
Mr. Adel Ali Bin Ali said, “As a
brand, Galeries Lafayette is a
trendsetter and all about
exclusivity. This cooperation
with Vodafone Qatar is a great
opportunity for Galeries
Lafayette Doha to once again
uphold that spirit and be a
part of this landmark upgrade
in mobile network technology
in the country. It will bring
about a paradigm shift across

all sectors in the country, thanks
to the huge potential and
opportunities it offers."
Since switching on its 5G network
in August last year and receiving
the spectrum license to operate 5G
commercially from the
Communications Regulatory
Authority in January this year,
Vodafone Qatar has deployed 5G
in dozens of locations across the
country - including Al Waab, Abu
Hamour, Al Azizya, Al Mamoura, Al
Rayyan, Katara - The Cultural
Village, Salwa Road, Souq Waqif
and Umm Salal Muhammed.

Galeries Lafayette
Doha becomes
the stage for
launch of first 5G
smartphones in
the region

8th  May - 2019

10th  May - 2019

Sports Gate wins Exclusive
Distributor Status For
Metalu-Plast In Qatar

Continuing with its mission of
bringing international sport brands to
Qatar, Sports Gate has successfully
cemented an exclusivity agreement to
represent Metalu-Plast, France’s
leading manufacturer of sports
equipment, sports enclosures and
multi-sports playgrounds.
Metalu Plast and Sports Gate
officially signed the agreement on
May 16, 2019 in Doha. The handing
over of the exclusive distribution
agreement took place in the presence
of the International Director of
Metalu-Plast, Mr. Guillaume Deguerry
and General Manager of Sports Gate,
Mr. Christophe Altabas.
Celebrating the partnership and
addressing HE the French Ambassador
Mr Franck Gellet, and guests during a
gala dinner, Christophe Altabas said:
“We are delighted to announce this
exclusive agreement with the
premier French brand and welcome
Metalu-Plast to Qatar. With the

addition of a brand with the caliber
of Metalu Plast to our portfolio, we
are absolutely confident that we
can deliver sport solutions for
multiple clients in the country." 
Guillaume Deguerry said: “We are
glad to enter the Qatar market with
a company like Sports Gate that has
the backing of one of Qatar’s
biggest conglomerates. Metalu-
Plast proudly supplied the major
Russian stadiums for the 2018
World Cup and we look forward to
making our presence felt in Qatar
as we are approaching 2022.”
Mr. Deguerry went on to say that the
company is delighted to unveil a wide
range of equipment for the practice of
different sports: football, badminton,
basketball, handball, rugby, tennis,
mini tennis, volleyball,etc.  Metalu
Plast also manufactures multi-sports
fields and equips France's biggest
stadiums with its products.

16th  May - 2019

Monoprix
West Bay awarded
for ‘Best Hygiene
Practices for April
2019’

Adding yet another feather to its cap, Ali
Bin Ali Holding’s Monoprix outlet at the
Twin Tower in West Bay was recognized for
‘Best Hygiene Practices for April 2019’. 
The certificate was awarded by Boecker®,
the largest public health company in the
Middle East.
In a letter dated May 15, the public health
company wrote: "Monoprix West Bay
achieved the highest score of 92.31%
among all Boecker® Q-Platinum clients
in Qatar for the Month of April 2019."
This recognition by Boecker® confirms
Monoprix Qatar’s constant endeavors to
implement proper food safety practices

on its premises, from receipt of raw
materials to serving of the end products.
The certificate also re-affirms that all food
handlers are following the food safety
guidelines as per the food safety trainings
conducted by Boecker®. 
The iconic French supermarket was
introduced in Qatar in 2013 and since then
has served quality products to people in
the country. 
Speaking about this latest addition to their
portfolio, Regional General Manager of
Monoprix Mr. Sébastien Farhat said: “Food
safety is a culture and it should be
always adopted to deliver the best to

customers. We at Monoprix Qatar have
always lived by this value and are
elated to be recognized for that effort.”
Boecker® provides a holistic range of
products, including Food Safety and
Biosecurity across Qatar, Lebanon, Jordan,
the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia.
All Boecker® services are ISO9001:2008-
certified. The Boecker® signature Q
Platinum Award™ certification has been
tailored to meet the needs of small to
medium food establishments, a
certification assured by the CIEH-UK.

15th  May - 2019



Say it loud !
Let your voice be heard!

Share your opinions, suggestions and comments!

the.dot@alibinali.com
Corporate Communications Department

Contact Ms. Debalina Sen - 44469692 - Debalina.Sen@alibinali.com
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Further expanding the presence of the
French supermarket chain in Qatar, Ali
Bin Ali Holding opened two new
Monoprix stores in the country –
Monoprix Medina Centrale and Monop
in Porto Arabia. The new stores
opened their doors to the public on May
17, 2019, giving residents of The Pearl-
Qatar easy access to a wide range of fresh
products.
The new    stores will offer an exclusive
experience for customers with a range of
trendy food, including the biggest organic
and protein range available in the region.
Additionally, the stores will house a variety
of the best-quality fruits and vegetables
and a great selection of Monoprix butchers
in the meat section.
Monop is a miniature version of the
hypermarket and is a perfect stop for
everyday needs. The 550sqm convenient
store in the heart of The Pearl-Qatar is an

ideal addition to the neighborhood.
Spread across 4,000sqm, Monoprix in
Medina Centrale is the ultimate
experience for gastronomical fantasies.
From international groceries, a unique
water bar, sushi bar and a pasta and
gourmet selection to the best bakery in The
Pearl-Qatar, Monoprix will have it all. The
supermarket will also continue to support
local initiatives and stock all local Qatari-
made products.
The stores, with Qatar’s most friendly and
professional team, will provide their
famous Concierge and the Shop & Go
concepts, making the shopping experience
for residents and visitors in The Pearl-Qatar
more convenient and comfortable.

Regional General Manager of Monoprix Mr.
Sébastien Farhat, commented: “Ali Bin Ali
Holding is proud to expand the presence
of the iconic French supermarket -
Monoprix- in Qatar. The Pearl-Qatar's
Medina Centrale is one of the prime
residential areas in the city and we are
happy to introduce the Monoprix
experience for residents and visitors in
the area.”
Founded in 1932, Monoprix is a renowned
French brand offering the best of food
retailing along with clothing, household
items, perfumes, gift items and more. The
French retail chain currently has two other
stores in Qatar – at West Bay and Doha
Festival City.

17th  May - 2019

Ali Bin Ali Holding’s
Monoprix Qatar

opens new store at
Medina Centrale and

Porto Arabia

Loyalty Card

Here’s how it will work:
Every time you shop at Monoprix
Hypermarket, your Loyalty QR Card
will help you earn QR.
For example, for each 1 QR you spend at
Monoprix you will earn 0.05 QR equivalent
to 5% discount.

Once you collect a reasonable amount of QR
you can trade those QR in, and benefit from it.
That’s like being rewarded. 

Happy shopping everyone!

*Except Tobacco and Phone Cards.

Get your free

��
�

TO ALL ABA GROUP EMPLOYEES

�����	��5%
ON ALL YOUR PURCHASES*

ENJOY YOUR

Be rewarded every
time you shop!

Here’s what you need to know:
1- “Loyalty QR” can be earned on every
purchase you make in Monoprix stores (Palm
Tower, Festival City) except on Tobacco and
Phone Cards.
2- For every 1 QAR spent you will get 0.05
QR on your Loyalty QR balance equivalent to
5% discount!
3- Card is mandatory for earning Loyalty QR
balance.

4- Card is non-transferable and can be used
only by the person to whom it has been issued.
5- Earned Loyalty QR balance (All QR earned
during current year) will be valid for 1 year.
6- Earned Loyalty QR balance cannot be
claimed in cash but will be redeemed at the
choice of the employee during the checkout. 
(ABA Employee will have the choice to pay his
shopping either using his Loyalty Card earned QR, or by
any other payment mode)

7- Loyalty QR balance on redemption will not

be counted. (Example if you are paying the bill by
your Loyalty Earned QR in this case you will not be
earning Loyalty QR Balance)
8- New earned Loyalty QR can be redeemed
after 24 hrs.
9- If customer refund the goods due to any
reason then earned QR need to be deducted
from the employee card. All refunds should
be based on physical receipt.
10- Division reserve the right to review the
card benefits at any time.

Ask for your Monoprix
Loyalty Card from
HR Department.

For more info, please contact:
Mrs Flory May Reyes
T: 44026102 - Florymay.Reyes@alibinali.com



After the successful
implementation and
stabilization of the
FORWARD application in
the divisions, Ali Bin Ali

Fashion and Galeries
Lafayette Doha celebrated the efficient
automation of the work process in their divisions
on May 23, 2019.

The two divisions, which have the same
management and a similar workflow, worked on
the project together and also went live on the
same day. For both the divisions, FORWARD
automated the Finance modules and interfaced
with the Oracle Retail application.

Mr. David Miller, General Manager for both ABA
Fashion and Galeries Lafayette Doha, was
present on the occasion - heading a proud team
that did an extraordinary job while
implementing the application. The event was
also attended by FORWARD project sponsor Mr.
Mohamad Ebrik and members of the FORWARD
PMO team.

“I thank the team for all the efforts you have
put in. We were trying to integrate multiple
operations during the transition process and
the dedication everyone showed without any
complaint was really commendable. You
worked late on weeknights and also on the
weekend to make this possible. Of course, we
have some tiny issues and I know we will
overcome those over time and reach the level
we desire," Mr. Miller said.

Mr. Ebrik explained, “We were very
apprehensive when we started
implementation of the FORWARD project at
Galeries Lafayette Doha, ABA Fashion and 21
High st simultaneously. There was a lot
happening at the same time. New businesses
were opening, FORWARD was being applied,
RetailTech – which is another first-time project
for Galeries Lafayette and ABA Fashion, and
the annual budget. But when we gave the go

ahead, everybody was focused on making it
happen. This is one of the key success areas
as we did not drag the project and the
objective was to complete it fast, even with
so many other things happening in parallel.
We received so much positivity from the
division - it really helped us.”

The occasion was also the perfect stage to bring
the FORWARD heroes in the divisions under the
spotlight. While the entire team got together
and made their contribution to this success, it
was a couple of members who played a
particularly pivotal role. Dilif Kumar Tripura -
Management Accountant of Galeries Lafayette
Doha, and Samuel Maina - Accounts Assistant at
ABA Fashion, were honored with the FORWARD
hero title from the divisions.

Depicting the glamorous business of both ABA
Fashion and Galeries Lafayette Doha, a huge
banner replicating the Hollywood walk of fame
was set up. All members from both the divisions
who worked on the FORWARD project put their
handprint on the stars and signed on it to mark
their feat.

With the much-anticipated opening of Galeries
Lafayette in Qatar and ABA Fashion introducing
a couple of new stores, it was an intensive
journey for the team to
implement the FORWARD
application. The shift to
the new system marked a
watershed in the way the
divisions function, adding a
lot of automation and
producing error-free results.
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After implementing the
FORWARD application in
February 2019 and using it since
then, it was time for Ali Bin Ali
Holding’s Monoprix division to
celebrate the successful
implementation. On May 30,
2019, the Monoprix Qatar team
and members from FORWARD
PMO gathered to commemorate
this achievement.

Apart from the team that
worked on the FORWARD
Project, Regional General
Manager of Monoprix Qatar Mr.
Sébastien Farhat, FORWARD
Project Sponsor Mr. Mohamad
Ebrik and ABA Holding PMO
Manager Mr. Youssef Farajallah
were all there to applaud the
hard work the team had put in.
Opening the gathering, Mr.

Sebastian said: "Whatever we
achieved was because of
teamwork. True to the values
of Ali Bin Ali, S.H.A.R.P, where
people are very important,
together we made this
achievement possible in a
short timeframe. It was with
all your efforts, particularly
the team that developed the
requirements as per the needs
of the different streams of
business, that we met our
expectations."
Applauding the efforts of the
team, Mr. Ebrik said: "Monoprix
is one of the new babies of Ali
Bin Ali Holding and the
expansion, growth and pace
that we have been going
through is really good. The ERP
solution is now functioning in
full swing in the division but it
is important that the people
behind the system makes it
work to its full potential. It is
up to you to benefit or not
benefit from it. 
“In terms of knowledge and
growth, using the best
systems in the world is a big
plus for you as it increases
your value. Next, the
FORWARD team will refocus

with you on how to enhance
what has been delivered.”
It was also the perfect
opportunity to recognize the
heroes in the division who went
that extra mile to make the
transition smooth. 
Shyam Thushara Peiris - Senior
Accountant, Afroj Alam - Store
Financial Controller, Rezaul
Karim Bhuiyan - Store Financial
Controller, Mohammed
Mahiuddin - Store Financial
Controller, and Mohammed
Ehteshamuddin - Gold System
Administrator, were awarded for
their outstanding role in the
project. 
Dianne Daraman – Accountant,
Manohar Pratap - Accounts
Assistant, Bimal Khadka -
Accounts Assistant,  Bijay
Chaulagain - Accounts Assistant,
Sajan Shah - Accounts Assistant,
Bharat Bhatta - Assistant
Accountant, Diana Grace Dolor -
Assistant Accountant, and Bipin
Neupane - Invoice Control Clerk,
were also recognized for their
unrelenting support to the
project.

While Ali Bin Ali Holding’s FORWARD
Project is on the last lap of its journey, it is
still adding enhancements to make the
solution foolproof. LC-Letter of Credit and
LG-Letter of Guarantor are two such
modules for ABA Financial services that
went live on May 19, 2019.
Letter of Credit (LC) is generally used in
international trade across borders when
the buyer and supplier are in two
different countries and fall under two
different financial/legal systems. LC
ensures timely payment to the supplier
upon fulfilling’s the conditions/criteria for
payment. 
Letter of Guarantee (LG) is somehow
different because it applies between the
buyer and supplier even if they are in the
same country as long as the other
conditions mentioned for LC may still
apply. LG, in this case, ensures that the
supplier will be paid in case the buyer
defaults on payment or if there is any
dispute between the buyer and supplier
that cannot be resolved directly.
Earlier, there was no system that
automated or recorded these activities.
Excel sheets were used and these
documents were managed manually.
Each letter would also go through
different levels of hierarchy. It was time-
consuming and documents would often
go missing in this process. 
With the introduction of the new modules,
the divisions will not only be able to track
the documents issued, but can also
generate reports and receive notifications
of expiry. The current system is more
controlled with certain rules and
restrictions that allow everyone to follow
a standard procedure. It goes through the
same level of approvals but the process is
faster now. 
Not all divisions will be using these
modules and they will be implemented
based on necessity. Currently, ABATS is
using only the LG module, ABA Medical is
using both the LC and LG modules and
Head Office is using only the LC module. 
The core personnel using this module are
the Group Credit Controllers Team in
Head Office Finance and the finance
departments in ABATS and ABA Medical.
There is also a person specified from ABA
IT as support for this module. 
A lot of challenges were faced during the
implementation of this module. However,
with the dedication and hard work of the
team, especially from ABA Legal
department, and the support of the
FORWARD PMO, the module was
successfully launched and integrated with
FORWARD financial applications.

FORWARD adds extra
modules to enhance
financial applications

ABA Fashion and Galeries
Lafayette Doha celebrate

successful implementation
of FORWARD

ABA’s Monoprix Qatar celebrates
success of FORWARD in the division
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23rd  May - 2019

After going
live with the
Group’s ERP
FORWARD
project in

February 2019, it was time for Ali
Bin Ali Hospitality to celebrate
the success implementation of
the solution in the division. 
On May 23, 2019, the ABA
Hospitality team led by General
Manager Mr. Philippe Tardieu,
FORWARD Project Sponsor Mr.
Mohamad Ebrik and members of
the FORWARD PMO gathered to
applaud the achievement.
Opening the event, Mr. Tardieu
welcomed all and said: “We are
very happy with the FORWARD
solution and would like to
thank our entire Finance team
and the PMO team for making
this possible. More modules
will be added to the system
soon, making the work process
more efficient in the division.
We are very positive about this
new system."
Mr Ebrik said, “Hospitality is one
of the latest batches of the ERP
project and we have reached
here today because of
everybody’s dedication and
hard work. However, this is not

the end. It is
the start of a
new journey to
use the system
to its full
potential.
There will be
another few
months of
stabilization
period to make
sure all tools of
the system are
put to full use.
It is important
for the team to
know the
system really
well so that
they can
extract, analyze
and then
provide
feedback to the
business to
move forward."
All members of
the small team
from ABA
Hospitality who
were involved in the FORWARD
project gave their very best to
make the transition a success.
The simultaneous process of

opening new restaurants,
implementing a new solution and
integrating it with the existing
one was not an easy one.

Recognizing this feat and
acknowledging their contribution,
the heroes from the division
were also awarded at the event. 
Ahmed Abdelbaki – Finance
Manager, Gururajan – Accounts
Supervisor, Irshad Hassan –
Accounts Supervisor, and Razzak
Hossain – Senior Accountant,
were handed certificates by Mr.
Tardieu.
A banner designed like a food
cart was set up in line with the
theme ‘FORWARD – the new
secret ingredient of change’.
The team members placed jars,
indicating the key ingredients of
FORWARD, on the cart to
complete the visual.
The FORWARD ERP application
will mainly support the Finance
and Procurement functions of
the Hospitality division. The
restaurant chains will be using
the Micros
system to
handle Point of
Sale (POS)
services but it
will be
integrated with
FORWARD.

Ali Bin Ali Hospitality
celebrates successful
implementation of

FORWARD
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Adding yet another accolade to its
illustrious portfolio, Ali Bin Ali
Hospitality’s Em Sherif restaurant
has won the title of Best Lebanese
Restaurant in Doha at Time Out
Doha’s 2019 Restaurant Awards.
Doha’s best restaurants of 2019 were
revealed in a dazzling ceremony on
June 19 at Grand Hyatt Doha.
Across 25 categories, restaurants
throughout Qatar's capital were
nominated for their commitment to
fantastic dining experiences.
Over the past 12 months, Time Out

Doha’s team of reviewers have eaten
their way all over the city, visiting
restaurants anonymously to make
the big decision.
Elated at receiving the honor,
General Manager of ABA Hospitality
Mr. Philippe Tardieu said: “Em Sherif
is one of our new additions within
the ABAH portfolio and we were
always confident about its first-in-
class positioning despite the large
number of Lebanese eateries in
Doha. We are very particular about
the service and food quality offered
at the restaurant and this has
already brought several celebrities
and VIPs to Em Sherif. It is indeed
an honor to be recognized by the
most prestigious regional award,
‘Time Out’, where the team finally
harvested the fruits of their hard
work and dedication.”

ABA Hospitality introduced the
famous Lebanese dining address in
Qatar in 2018. Located inside
Sheraton Grand Doha, the restaurant
is designed to represent an antique
oriental mansion, lavish with luxury
and Ms. Em Sherif’s own personal
touch, as well as by its homely
atmosphere where invitees are
offered a world class set menu and
an a la carte menu.

Ali Bin Ali Holding has been moving
forward and growing its business at
different levels. To keep pace with these
developments, an ABA corporate
presentation was organized to update the
relevant people about changes in the
Company.

On June 20, 2019, the ABA management
team and selected members of staff from
different divisions of the Group gathered at
the Salwa meeting room of Sheraton Grand
Doha Resort & Convention Hotel for an all-
encompassing presentation about Ali Bin
Ali Holding. The meeting concluded with a
delightful lunch at ABA Hospitality’s Em
Sherif restaurant at the Sheraton.

The presentation,
organized by the Group
Head Office, was
addressed by the ABA
Legal, ABA IT, ABA
Internal Audit and ABA
HR departments. The agenda covered
crucial topics like the legal structure of ABA
Holding, rollout of HR policies and also best

practices like the re-
launch of the
cybersecurity
initiative and launch
of the code of
conduct initiative.

All the sessions were
highly educative and
interactive as well.
The attendees were
given enough time to
clear their doubts and
even share opinion on
the topics.

Speaking about the
presentation meet,
Group General
Manager - Human
Resources Mr. Aldrine
Fernandez said: “We

are a big conglomerate and
are constantly evolving. It is
very important that we
update our policies
accordingly and make sure
that everyone is up-to-date
about the changes and it is
practiced in all our divisions.
As a Group, we give utmost
importance to ethics, and
besides our business policies,

we also fine-tune the Group’s code of
conduct to make sure our founder’s
values are followed."

Ali Bin Ali Hospitality’s 
Em Sherif named best Lebanese

Restaurant in Doha

Ali Bin Ali Holding
organizes special gathering
for a corporate presentation

Adding yet another feather to its hat, Ali Bin Ali
International Travel & Tourism Travel Consultant Mr.
Mubasir Ansari has received a performance recognition
certificate from North Oil Company.
Mr. Ansari is a dedicated Ali Bin Ali staff member for North

Oil Company and has
been serving at the
Implant Travel services.
It is his high level of
dedication and
commitment to his
service that gained him
the recognition.
The certificate of
recognition was
ceremoniously handed
over to Mr. Ansari on
June 10, 2019 by Travel
Supervisor General

Services of North Oil Company Mr. Ali Mohammad Lari.
Delighted with the achievement of his staff member,
General Manager of Ali Bin Ali International Travel Mr. Saeed
Al Hajri said: “We are very proud of this accomplishment.
It is our mission to provide the best possible service to
our clients and all my staff members are committed to
this goal. It feels good when our efforts are recognized
and appreciated by patrons.”

Exploring yet another new business
line, Ali Bin Ali Holding has entered
into collaboration with Albina Snacks
Sweden to produce and distribute
nuts in Qatar.
The collaboration agreement was
formally signed on June 16, 2019
between the Vice-Chairman & EVP of
Ali Bin Ali Holding, Mr. Nabeel Ali Bin
Ali, and shareholder of Albina Snacks
Sweden, Mr. Abdulla Khalid Al-Kubaisi.
This new venture is part of Ali Bin Ali

Holding’s efforts to encourage local
production and participate in the
nation’s endeavor towards self-
sufficiency. Besides supplying the local
produce to the Qatar market, the
Group hopes to expand the business
and also export the high-quality nuts
to different parts of the world.
Albina Snacks, with its own roastery
in Sweden, is among the largest and
most respected suppliers within the
ethnic food segment in Scandinavia.
They are known for their innovative
ways to best match the needs of
customers, using high-quality
ingredients, interesting mixes and
seasonings as well as attractive
packaging solutions.
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Ali Bin Ali Holding
collaborates with

Albina Snacks Sweden 
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10th  June - 2019

On June 19, 2019, the Ali Bin Ali
Information Technology
Department held its annual awards
event to recognize and celebrate
the hard work and achievements
of ABA ITD staff during 2018. 

The gathering was held at the ABA
Head Office IT Department and
attended by Ali Bin Ali Holding
officials, including Mr. Mohamad
Ebrik, Chief Operating Officer - ICT,
and Mr. Youssef Moussa, General
Manager - ABA ITD, who were
delighted to show their utmost
appreciation for the ITD staff.

This annual event of the ABA IT
Department aims to embolden its
team and recognizes achievers
under three distinct categories,
giving them a chance to receive the
Spirit of IT award, the IT Innovator
award and the Customer Service
award. This year, the IT
management also added 13
Certificates of Appreciation in
recognition of the IT staff’s
outstanding dedication and lasting
contribution to Ali Bin Ali Holding’s
Forward ERP Project.

The Spirit of IT award was won by
Mr. Varghese Thomas – Enterprise
Application Manager, recognizing his

positive attitude, teamwork,
effective contribution to IT goals and
consistency in achieving high-quality
results. 

The IT Innovator award was
bestowed on Mrs. Navami Sivaprasad
– Programmer, for making a
technological impact across single or
multiple units and applying
innovations to existing or emerging
technologies.

The Customer Service award was
bagged by Mr. Krishna Giri - Systems

Engineer, who proved himself as a
team member who works effectively
and efficiently to understand
customer needs.

Certificates of Appreciation were
handed over to the team involved in
the Oracle ERP Project 'Technical
Track' for providing support and
assistance to the FORWARD Project
team. 
The winners are Mrs. Anupama
Bhagyanath, Mr. Assad Hussein, Mr.
Ismail Puthan Peedikayil, Mr. Jithin
Jacob Joseph, Mr. Khader Abulail, Mr.

Koteswara Rao Atla, Mr. Moaiyad
Alhakawati, Mrs. Navami Sivaprasad,
Mr. Osama Hamad, Mr. Rohith
Reddy, Mr. Sajjad Osman, Mr.
Udayakumar Prabhakar and Mr.
Varghese Thomas.

Congratulating the winners, Mr. Ebrik
said: “Our industry is continuously
evolving and we are facing a lot of
challenges. But, through
everyone’s effort to be steadfast in
providing quality IT services and
solutions to the Group, we can be
victorious and achieve the IT goals.
These awards will inspire others to
go the extra mile and aim to
achieve professional growth."

Mr. Moussa added, “Today, we are
gathered to recognize the
excellent work and exceptional
performance of our colleagues. It
is also meant to uplift everyone’s
morale to continue their
dedication and hard work. We
have set different criteria for each
award and these employees have
met high standards to deserve the
award. These employees have
strong work ethics and have been
dependable and reliable,
constantly showing a positive
attitude to create a good
environment."

Ali Bin Ali Travels earns
recognition from North Oil
Company
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Ali Bin Ali Information Technology
Department honors its high achievers
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21 High st at Katara - the Cultural Village has
added a new dimension to fun during the summer
months in Qatar, making the 'ultimate outdoor
shopping destination' the coolest place to spend
your leisure time in, with family and friends.

And to experience
this fascinating
ambience, an
exclusive media
gathering was
organized on June
25, 2019. Members
of the local media
and bloggers were
invited to relish the

cool outdoors and enjoy a sit-down dinner at the
popular Russian restaurant - Café Pouchkine Qatar.
The incredible outdoor cooling system at 21 High st,
which is one of its kind in Qatar, offers visitors a
comfortable and cool climate. The attractive

architecture with wide open
spaces and a unique ancient
European style, makes it an
appealing, walkable
destination for the whole
family.
You can blissfully forget about
the soaring temperature of 40°C
or the humidity level and walk
under the open blue sky at
25°C as you browse through
the exclusive boutiques on the
premises. Imagine not having
to bother about the summer
heat while you enjoy your
favorite beverage at an outdoor
café. 21 High st has made this
a reality by making summer
feel like spring.

Talking about
this unique
feature,
General
Manager of
21 High st
Mr. Tolga
Engin said:
“21 High st is
designed to

be a multi-dimensional project - reiterating the
commitment to Qatar’s tourism and commercial
progress. We are proud to bring to you the first
lifestyle destination in Qatar with an outdoor
cooling technology. The outdoor cooling system
at 21 High st triumphs over the soaring summer
months in Doha and allows our visitors to enjoy
the outdoors. You need to experience it to feel
the difference.”
Built on approximately 40,000sqm, 21 High st is
home to luxury, fashion, watches & jewelry brands
from all around the world, including the iconic
French department store, Galeries Lafayette. It also
features some exclusive dining options and cafes, as
well as gourmet retail outlets.

Fauchon, the well-loved French
confectioner and caterer,
celebrated its success with yet
another move in the Qatar market.
Much to the delight of those who
seek a distinctly Parisian
experience right here in Doha,
Fauchon opened a Mini Fauchon
Boutique at Villaggio Mall.

Inaugurated on the 11th of July
2019 the Mini Boutique is
located at Entrance 1 – Via Fiori.
Among the delectable treats that
are tempting everyone who walks
in, is the boutique’s star attraction
- a delicious selection of
tempting, fresh pastries,
unbelievably tasty sandwiches, a
variety of imaginative, healthy
salads and mouth-watering range
of beverage.

Speaking about the new boutique,
Fauchon’s General Manager, Ms.
Jumana Ghalayini said, “ The
opening of a Mini Fauchon
Boutique, here at Villaggio Mall
confirms a new trend for
Fauchon.  Our first Mini
Boutique was opened at 21
High st. and this is our second.
The reason for us to embark on
this path is largely due to the
demand we have for Fauchon’s
products. Our customers are

spread across Doha and we
want to ensure that when they
have a desire for our
confectioneries or bakery items
or our beverages, we are well
within reach. The opening of
mini boutiques gives us the
flexibility to offer the best of
Fauchon to a wider range of
customers while we expand our
geographic footprint within
Qatar.” 

Fauchon launches
Mini Boutique at
Villaggio Mall

Ali Bin Ali Travel
& Cargo wins Gold
at IATA conference

25th  to 27th  June - 2019

Ali Bin Ali Travel Division’s
Chief Accountant Mr. Azhar
Baksh won Gold at the IATA
conference, marking yet
another proud moment for Ali
Bin Ali Holding.   
The conference held in Athens
from June 25 to 27 included
detailed sessions on Payment &
FinTech in the aviation market,
which ended with an extempore
session that required participants
to speak out on a topic worded
‘Finance for a better tomorrow
in the Aviation Sector’. 
Some 30-35 candidates from
around the world participated.
After the initial round, seven
finalists were chosen by a
multi-sectorial, multi-ethnic &
multi-dimensional jury.
Finally, it was declared that the
representative from Qatar, Mr.
Baksh, had finished first. He was
recognized with the Gold honor,
and was followed by participants
from Russia and China, who won
Silver and Bronze, respectively.
Besides receiving the top honor,
another key aspect of Mr.
Baksh's participation was that he
was the lone representative
who did not belong to an
airline but a travel agency. This
was a challenge for him as he
was expected to have
comparatively less insight' into
the aviation industry, from an
airline's point of view.
Elated at his achievement, Mr.
Baksh said: “I thank the
General Manager of Ali Bin Ali
Travel & Cargo and CFO of Ali
Bin Ali Holding for having
given me this opportunity to
learn about the aviation sector
and enable me to represent
my second home, Qatar. I
express my deep happiness
that I could contribute in
keeping the ABA flag flying
high at a forum with
representatives from several
nationalities sitting across,
including those from the
Middle East."

11th  July - 2019

25th  June - 2019
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Dohatna
Innovative
Distribution
launches the
new Galaxy
A80 in Qatar

Continuing with its mission to
bring the latest technology to
Qatar, Dohatna Innovative
Distribution, in association with
Samsung Gulf Electronics, has
announced the launch of the
new Galaxy A80 in Qatar. 
Built for the 'Era of Live', the
Galaxy A80 offers meaningful
innovations on a safe and secure
platform: Samsung’s first
rotating triple camera and the
immersive New Infinity Display.
The new model was inaugurated
at an event on July 11, 2019, in
the presence of Mr. Mohammad
Imran, General Manager of
Dohatna Innovative
Distribution, and the Samsung
team.
Excited about the new model,
Mr. Mohammad Imran said:
“Dohatna Innovative
Distribution is way ahead and

committed to bringing the
latest technology and solutions
for our clients. We always look
forward to launching a new
Samsung mobile phone model
in Qatar. Every new phone the
brand launches is always full of
innovation and potential, and
it is our pleasure to be
associated with it. I am happy
to launch, in association with
Samsung, the Galaxy A80 in
Qatar.”
In a first for Galaxy devices,
Galaxy A80 is equipped with
Samsung’s revolutionary
rotating triple camera, which
provides the same high-quality
lens, front and rear. The rotating

triple camera also lets you record
footages continuously. The new
model also features Samsung’s
first New Infinity Display, an
expansive, edge-to-edge, 6.7-
inch FHD+ Super AMOLED screen. 
With Galaxy A80’s Intelligent
Performance Enhancer, you can
expect your Galaxy A80 to work
harder, faster and longer
whenever you need it. Its AI-
powered performance
optimization software maximizes
the device’s CPU, RAM and
battery capacity, tailoring your
Galaxy A80’s efficiency to your
everyday needs. 
Galaxy A80 comes in three
colors: Angel Gold, Ghost White

and Phantom Black. The Angel
Gold and Ghost White options
come with hints of pink and blue
respectively, letting you express
your personal style. 
Samsung Galaxy A80 is
available across major retailers
and Samsung brand shops in
Qatar at QAR 2,349.

Dohatna Innovative
Distribution, on August 15, 2019
announced the launch of the
all-new Samsung Galaxy
Note10 in Qatar. The new
Galaxy Note is all the more
powerful with redesigned S-Pen,
an edge-to-edge display,
intuitive UI and a powerful
camera, amongst other
innovative features.

Galaxy Note10 allows users to
utilize state-of-the-art tools to
capture stunning video and

photos. 
With an almost bezel-less
edge-to-edge display – and
a small, centered cut-out for
the front camera, intuitive
UI, and gorgeous color
choices, Galaxy Note10’s
attention to detail leads to a
more beautiful device and
more immersive experience.
In addition to that, a
powerful battery, advanced
hardware, and gaming-
optimized features come
together to help users
perform at their best.

Speaking about the latest
addition to the Samsung Galaxy
Note family, General Manager of
Dohatna Innovative

Distribution Mr. Mohammad
Imran said: “We are glad to
partner with Samsung to bring
the latest technology to Qatar.
It gives us immense pleasure
to introduce the all-new

Galaxy Note10 for pre-order
with exclusive offers to
customers looking to enhance
their routines with the
ultimate digital companion.” 
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Ali Bin Ali Holding’s Dohatna
Innovative Distribution launches
the new Galaxy Note 10 in Qatar
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The coolest summer
in Qatar at 21 High st – Katara



In August 2019, Vodafone Qatar
ceremoniously awarded Ali Bin Ali
Technology Solutions (ABATS) for
its commitment and dedication to
executing the Pearl-Qatar
Migration Project.
Vodafone planned to migrate its
shared Ethernet Infrastructure to its
dedicated Vodafone-owned
Gigabit Fibre Technology and
entrusted this humongous task to
its Partner of Choice – Ali Bin Ali
Technology Solutions, a
relationship that has flourished for
more than 10 years.

Migrating the existing customers to
the new technology is a task in
itself as it undergoes a whole
process of re-establishing the
services. Utmost care also needs to
be taken to ensure nil impact on
the user experience as and when
the migration happens.
The target timelines were very
aggressive as the entire project
was tasked to be completed in six
months. The project had many
challenges, prerequisites and
collaboration with multiple
vendors.

The entire project got
completed well in
advance of the accepted
timelines. And the icing

on the cake: not only did this
exercise migrate the existing
customers but also added up to

40% new customers for
Vodafone based on the wonderful
work we executed on the ground.
Commenting on this huge
achievement, Managed IT Services
Manager of ABATS Mr. Rajan AD
said: “Challenging projects like
this demonstrate the capability
of our workforce. Everyone in the
team rose to the occasion and
exhibited their passion to meet
the overall objective. The
dedication and commitment
were exemplary. We got
excellent support from the
management and the entire
team was motivated to go the
extra mile. The faith in our
commitment is reinforced and
we continue to enjoy being the
preferred partner for Vodafone.”

Ali Bin Ali Holding’s FMCG

division Dohatna Innovative

Distribution organized a

training workshop on the

features and benefits of the

newly launched Galaxy

Note10 lineup for Samsung

dealers in Qatar.

The product training, held at
Grand Hyatt Doha Hotel and
Villas in West Bay Lagoon on
August 21, 2019, was designed
to enable salespersons to
develop a deeper
understanding of the Note10
offerings so that they can help
customers make the right
choice.

The exhaustive workshop
covered everything - from the
hardware to the technical
know-how for equiping the
salespersons to address any
queries potential customers
may have.

“Samsung’s latest Note10
series features some of the
most technically advanced
smartphones. They offer a
plethora of features; some of
them are easily understood
and others not so much. We
want the Note10 customers
to have an elevated
experience at the stores —
be it for a first-time Samsung
user or the most discerning

customer. The workshop was
meant to do that,” said Mr.
Mohammed Imran, General
Manager, Dohatna Innovative
Distribution.

Mr. Imran also explained that
the workshop was aimed at
empowering salespersons with
product knowledge so that
they feel confident and
passionate about what they
are selling. “We had our
potential customers at the
center while designing the
workshop module, which
gives greater importance to
the customer experience
rather than sales
techniques,” he added.

Ali Bin Ali Holding’s Dohatna
Innovative Distribution holds

training workshop for Qatar
Samsung dealers 21st  Aug - 2019
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How QR codes work?

You can now
scan the QR

codes with your
smartphone and
watch related

videos.

Go to the playstore
on your mobile phone
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2 Download the
‘QR code scanner’
application

3 Open the app on your
phone and hold it in front
of the QR code to scan it

4 Watch the video
on youtube: 
Ali Bin Ali Group
Channel

1

We are
continuously

trying to make
‘The Dot’

experience more
exciting for you.
To make your

magazine more
interactive and
bring the stories
alive, we have
introduced QR

codes with some
of ‘the Dot’

stories.
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Making the division proud, Ali Bin Ali Hospitality’s
Wagamama Doha Festival City (DHFC) branch is still
leading all Wagamama International stores
worldwide in terms of having the best LFL (like-for-
like) sales growth for the year 2019.
A splendid sales performance in 2019 has made it
possible for Wagamama DHFC to lead the Wagamama
International Worldwide Competition LFL sales
leaderboard.
Speaking about this achievement, Area Manager for
ABA Hospitality Mr. Jules Tarabay said: “If you don’t
take care of your customer, your competitor will, and
at Wagamama we do not keep that option open. Our
all-round service and food quality have enabled us
to reach and maintain this position of pride. We are
extremely honored to be number 1 among all
Wagamama outlets around the world."

Wagamama DHFC shines again

Adding yet another feather to
Ali Bin Ali Holding’s cap, from
September 1, 2019, Qatar
Executive and Amiri flights
are exclusively serving Ali Bin
Ali Hospitality’s Café
Pouchkine desserts and
macaroons.
The world-renowned Russian-

French restaurant has already
built a reputation in Qatar and
is known for the best honey
cake in town. All of its desserts
are now available for VIP
guests flying with Qatar
Executive and Amiri flights. 
Pouchkine’s desserts are pre-

ordered 24 hours in advance to
serve the 24 private jets within
the Qatar Executive fleet.  This
business partnership has raised
the corporate profile and ultra-
luxury image of Café
Pouchkine. 
“We are extremely honored

to be the number one service
provider for cakes and
macaroons for this highly
regarded branch of the
world's best airline. We now
serve the country’s most elite
and seasoned jetsetters," said
Mr. Stefan Pfefferle, Brand
Manager, Café Pouchkine.

In association with Ali Bin Ali
Holding, Richard Mille
announced the official opening of
a new boutique at 21 High st,
one of the latest premium
shopping destinations in Doha,
located in the centre of the iconic
Katara The Cultural Village.  

The new 92.5 square meter
boutique, operated in
partnership with Ali Bin Ali
Luxury, joins an exclusive
neighborhood of luxury brands in

one of the world’s first
temperature-controlled outdoor
retail environments. Opened in
April 2019, 21 High st features
an array of premium shopping
and entertainment options,
making it a fresh addition to
Doha’s booming cultural scene.

Reflecting the
theme of Katara The
Cultural Village, 21
High st combines
traditional
architectural
heritage with
classical Roman
style and
contemporary
elements. 
Speaking about the
opening of this new
store, Chief

Operating Officer of ABA Luxury
Mr. Awn Zureikat said: “We are
proud of our long-standing
relationship with Richard Mille.
21 High st is one of Ali Bin Ali

Holding’s most ambitious
projects and we are glad about
the prominent presence of the
Swiss luxury watchmaking
brand in this landmark
destination of Qatar.”

“Qatar has always been an
important market for us ever
since we opened our first
boutique at The Pearl in 2015
together with Ali Bin Ali
Holding. 21 High st offers a
unique kind of outdoor
shopping experience and we
believe our clients will
appreciate and enjoy the new
location”. says Peter Harrison,
CEO of Richard Mille Europe,
Middle East and Africa. 
Located on the Ground Floor with

easy valet parking access, the
new Richard Mille boutique
provides its clients with a
graceful space that is luxurious
yet welcoming. Exotic woods,
fine leather wall panels and an
elegantly placed cracked glass
sculptures are enhanced by the
presence of natural light and
intricately placed lighting system.
The boutique includes two
dedicated VIP seating sections
that allow its guests to have a
pleasurable and relaxing
boutique experience. 
In this elegant setting, Richard
Mille clients and enthusiasts can
discover a diverse range of

Ladies’ and Gents’ high
complication, automatic, sports,
limited edition and exclusive
timepieces. For those who wish
to learn more about the brand,
an in-house library stocks a
selection of brand literature and
art books by Éditions Cercle d'Art,
the Parisian publishing house of
Picasso and Braque, under the
ownership of Richard Mille
Group.

The new Richard Mille boutique is
located at 21 High st, Katara The
Cultural Village in Doha and is
open from Sunday to Wednesday
10 am to 10 pm and from Thursday
to Saturday 4 pm to 12 am. 
Telephone: +974 5584 2898

Richard Mille opens new boutique
at 21 High St in the heart of
Katara The Cultural Village
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Café Pouchkine desserts
take off in style

In September 2019, French Haute Parfumier
Henry Jacques officially opened the doors of
its boutique in Galeries Lafayette Doha at 21
High st, Katara The Cultural Village. 
Ali Bin Ali Holding’s Galeries Lafayette
Doha is already the home to some of the
most luxurious brands from around the world
and the Maison is delighted to bring to life its
savoir-faire and make the Parisian landmark
in Doha its home.

The boutique houses the entire range of
fragrances in a home-from-home setting
where visitors will also be able to marvel at
the Masterpieces of the Maison.

The unique style of the new boutique
embodies Henry Jacques’ attention to detail
and its visionary spirit. Designed by
Christophe Tollemer, esteemed architect and

Henry Jacques’ Artistic
Director, the space is inspired
by an 18th century French
castle, gracefully blending
the illustriousness of the past
with modern-day elegance
and charm. 
Hadami Magtouf, Head of
Retail at Galeries Lafayette
Doha, added, “We pride
ourselves on bringing the
world’s best to Qatar, and Henry Jacques is
one of our most valued partners. The
esteemed Maison will now have an
exclusive boutique in Qatar’s very own
Parisian Department Store, and certainly
elevate the Galeries Lafayette ‘French Art
of Living’ experience for our customers”.

First French Haute Parfumerie
Henry Jacques opens boutique in
Qatar at Galeries Lafayette Doha

Sept - 2019

Sept - 2019

Sept - 2019

Sept - 2019
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“When I was a kid, my
'Disney-fied' dream was to

be a cartoon artist,because I could create
new heroes and give them
the colors, look, voice and
qualities I wanted andmake them alive.”

Mr. Anthony Stalin  
IT System Supervisor
Watches & Jewelry (Kuwait) 

“I wanted to b
ecome an engi

neer.

It inspired
 me how engineer

ing is

everythin
g that we’re seein

g,

using etc.
 Finding s

olutions h
as

always been 
my passion

 and, for

me, engine
ers find th

e solution
s

to the roo
t cause. I 

wanted to

design, in
vent and 

engineer

solutions.
   ”

“When I was 7, I start
ed drawing

and dreamed of becom
ing a

painter. I us
ed to ask m

y mother

to buy for m
e crayons, o

il pastel

and water colors 
and also

different pe
ncils, and th

ere was

a fulfillment in my heart

whenever I fi
nished one

.”

Mr. Vasileios Kokkinis 
Finance Manager
The Market Hall

”A sea cap
tain travell

ing

around the
 world. I was

impressed by
 their unifo

rms,

and gettin
g to see ne

w

things and
 meeting diff

erent

people was fascinat
ing for

me as a child
”

Ms. Sona Ghazaryan    
Business Development Executive
ABA Logistics 

Mr. Alejandro Iglesias   
Sr. Editor
Digitek

“As a kid, I always dreamed ofbecoming a pirate and exploringexotic worlds. But I was advised thatbecoming a vandal was probably notan idea that my parents wouldnecessarily support, and wasencouraged to become a writer sothat I could use my imagination totravel anywhere I wanted.”

Mr.  Azhar Baksh   
Accounting Manager
Dohatna

“ As a child, the only option
stacked on my mind was to
become a 'doctor ‘as I found
it to be a noble profession.

Instead, I ended up becoming
a “doctor to the doctors
themselves" (as CAs, we
manage their finances). ”

Mr. Dileep Pillai  
Cooler Manager
Pepsi 

“My childhood d
uring the

late-'80s was highly

influenced b
y cricket and

Bollywood films and, as a

child, I always dreamed of

becoming one among them

to earn fame and a lavis
h

lifestyle.”

Ms. Seham Aadnane    
Executive Assistant
Chairman's Office

“As a child, I wanted to be a
lawyer. I was always discussing

every decision my parents would

take, and always defending my

siblings, schoolmates and family

members. You could hear my
parents say: 'Oh oh, here is the

lawyer coming!"

Ms. Lyka Javierto   
Accountant
Ali Bin Ali Printing Press

‘’ I wanted to be aPilot because, as akid, I was always feltfascinated on seeingplanes fly from myhouse backyard.”

Mr. Nery Alphonso       
Market Manager
Tobacco-Marlboro, ABAP 

Mr. Ankur Saha     
Financial Analyst
Ali Bin Ali Medical

“As a child, I 
wanted to

become a train drive
r. The

gigantic size a
nd loud

sound of train
s  drove me

to dream of becoming a

train driver an
d control that

big machine!"

As a child

Ms. Mercy Micheal  
Administrative Assistant
Hospitality Division

“As a child
, I wanted to b

e

a dentist. 
I hated to 

have

my tooth rem
oved

because I 
couldn’t st

and to

see blood.
 I swore to

never put 
any kid th

rough

that pain i
f I became a

dentist.”
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Opinion

what did you
want to become 

And why? 

“As a ch
ild, my dream

 was

to becom
e an au

tomobile

mechanic
. I was thrille

d

about th
e idea o

f driving
 all

the fanc
y cars w

ithout

owning the
m.”

Mr. Adel Haj Ibrahim        
Marketing & Leasing Manager
21 High st 

“As a ch
ild, I was always

fascinat
ed by th

e maritime

world and
 navigat

ing the

deep se
as. I was too

ambitious t
o learn 

about

the scie
nce of o

ceans”

Mr.  Tanveer Yusuf    
Senior Marketing Officer
HO-Marketing Department
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On October 31, the leading global smartphone brand, OPPO - in
association with its exclusive distributor in Qatar, Prime
Distribution and Trading Company (PDTC) - ceremoniously
launched the first OPPO Retail Store in Qatar. It is also the first
OPPO Brand Store in the Middle East.
Present at the inauguration ceremony was the General Manager of
PDTC, Mr. Mohammad Imran, Sales Director of OPPO Middle East
Mr.Vikas Pachnanda and OPPO Qatar Country Manager Ms.Yuan Meng.
Speaking about the new
venture, Mr. Imran said: “Our
association with OPPO is not
new and we are glad to
partner with them in
launching their first store in

Qatar. The brand is
performing exceptionally
well and is one of the top
players in the region.”
The new OPPO Retail Store

has the full brand line-up of mobile phones and accessories and
has been designed to engage customers while encouraging them
to explore and appreciate the craftsmanship and technological
features of OPPO’s product range. 
Also, the store has an after-sales station that can provide customer
support and assistance, including walk-in repair for OPPO mobile
devices.
The store is located at Plaza Mall, Building No. 355, Zone 56,
Street 100, Asian Town, Doha.

OPPO, in association with PDTC,
launches its first retail store in Qatar

Galeries Lafayette Doha
participates in 16th edition of
Heya Arabian Fashion Exhibition

Galeries Lafayette Doha had the
honor of being a part of the 16th
edition of Heya Arabian Fashion
Exhibition. At the inaugral event on
October 25, the Parisan Department
Store was invited to be a part of the
Forum Session for a special talk, ‘The
International Fashion Scene in
Parallelism to the Arabian Vogue’.
Jeannie Lee, Head of Buyers at
Galleries Lafayette Doha, discussed
the topic extensively with Mr.
Christopher Fink, VCUarts Chair of
Fashion.

Speaking on Galeries Lafayette
Doha’s involvement with Heya
Arabian Fashion Exhibition, Jeannie
Lee said: “Heya is one of the
biggest fashion events in the
Middle East and Galeries Lafayette

Doha is proud to be associated with
it. We at Galeries Lafayette
celebrate fashion and it is a
pleasure to share our vision on this
platform. The French iconic store is
always looking to fuse global
trends with local style and Heya is
the perfect stage to explore that
idea. ”

Held on an annual basis, this edition
of Heya brought to the limelight the
largest display of Arabian designers to
date. With more than 250 brands of
abayas and modest fashion designs,
the event offered visitors an
assortment of unique collections,
from high-street apparel, couture and
luxury to the latest modest evening
gowns, leather accessories as well as
perfumery and make-up.

25th  Oct - 2019

Upholding Ali Bin Ali Holding’s
inclination towards social
responsibilities, ABA Logistics
staff were in the spotlight for a
heartwarming humanitarian act. 
In September 2019, the ABA
Logistics staff at Dohatna
Logistics Park (DLP) rescued 11
dogs, including eight puppies,
and handed them over to the
Qatar Animal Welfare Society –
QAWS.
When operations started at DLP,
there were a number of stray
dogs living around the site and
the ABA staff generally provided
them with water and scraps of

food. On September 8,
puppies were born and it
became important to take
action and protect the dogs
from the traffic on site and to
give them a more appropriate
place to live in.
The Ali Bin Ali Logistics staff
have always been involved
with QAWS and often visited the
shelter and walked the dogs. So,
QAWS was the obvious point of
contact for help.  Although the
shelter was full, they reshuffled
their accommodation and took all
11 dogs within 24 hours.

‘‘I am really happy that the
Logistics staff cared for the
young puppies and no doubt
saved their lives and gave
them the chance to have a
happy future. QAWS is fantastic
and really makes a difference

to the lives
of many
animals
here in
Qatar – not
just dogs,"

said Mr. Peter Williams, Division
Manager - Logistics Operation.
Since they have been at QAWS,
all the dogs have thrived and
the puppies are all healthy and
happy and waiting to be
adopted. The three adults have
been adopted - one went to
Canada and two moved to
Belgium in the New Year, 2020.

Happened
it

Ali Bin Ali Logistics
staff give stray 
dogs new life

Celebrating the successful
completion of the Ali Bin Ali &
Harvard Manage Mentor Program,
ABA Holding's HR Department
organized a certification ceremony
for 56 staff members from different
divisions who graduated with flying
colors.

At an exclusive event held on
October 31, 2019 at Em Sherif
Restaurant, the graduates were
awarded certificates and
appreciated for achieving
professional recognition. Apart
from the 56 awardees, present at
the event was Group Human
Resources General Manager Mr.
Aldrine Austine Fernandez and other
senior representatives from the
management.

The event began with a pictorial
recap of Ali Bin Ali Holding and
Harvard Business School
Publishing’s journey through the
Harvard Manage Mentor Program.
The months of effort put in by the
students were reflected in the story.

Opening the event, Group Learning
and Development Manager Eleni

Ntoulaveri  congratulated the
graduates and said: "We are
extremely proud of our staff who
have put in additional effort,
above and beyond their highly
demanding jobs, to elevate their
skills and knowledge. It is very
satisfying to see how the number
of graduates every year is
consistently increasing. An
organization is only as good as its
people and Ali Bin Ali Holding is
always keen on investing in the
potential of its employees.”

This was followed by a ceremony
where certificates were handed over
to each of the graduates by the GMs
of different divisions.

Ali Bin Ali Holding presented the
certificates in collaboration with
Harvard Business School
Publishing to acknowledge
completion and understanding of the
principles, approaches and best
practices presented in Ali Bin Ali &
Harvard Manage Mentor.

The program was part of the
company’s efforts to support its
employees by providing an
opportunity to attend professional
training and achieve certification
with the Institute of Certified
Professional Managers. Marking a
perfect ending, the evening
concluded with the guests socializing
and enjoying some light snacks. 

We congratulate the graduates
and wish them all the best!

As one of the latest additions to the
Parisian Department Store, Ali Bin Ali
Holding’s Galeries Lafayette Doha
launched the luxury skincare brand MZ
Skin in October 2019. 
Founded by Dr. Maryam Zamani, a highly
respected Oculoplastic Surgeon & Facial
Aesthetics doctor, MZ SKIN is an award-
winning skincare brand that performs,
with a focus on anti-ageing and skin
health.
With her vast experience in surgery and
skin rejuvenation, Dr. Zamani is an anti-
ageing powerhouse; the launch of her
brand three years ago has changed the
perception of clinical skincare from purely
functional to a sensory experience.
Treasured by A-list and Royal clientele,
including Elle Macpherson, Gwyneth
Paltrow, Arizona Muse, Selma Blair and
Princess Charlene of Monaco, MZ Skin is a
perfect addition to the exclusive brand
portfolio of Galeries Lafayette Doha.

ABA Holding’s
Galeries Lafayette
Doha opens first MZ
Skin boutique in Qatar
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HR celebrates the
graduation of ABA
& Harvard Manage

Mentor Program
2019

31st  Oct - 2019

Oct - 2019
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On November 10, 2019, Vodafone Qatar, in
association with Ali Bin Ali Holding’s Prime
Distribution and Trading Company (PDTC) – the
exclusive distributor of OPPO in Qatar - launched the
OPPO Reno 5G smartphone to give more customers
the opportunity to enjoy the full benefits of 5G. 

Vodafone Qatar is playing a leading role in the
deployment and commercial availability of 5G. Its
extensive 5G network covers key locations across
the country and it has launched the first and only
‘Unlimited 5G Plans’. 

The announcement was made on the sidelines of
QITCOM 2019, the largest information and
communications showcase in Qatar, by Mr. Mahday
Saad al-Hebabi, Director of Vodafone Qatar Business
Services, and Mr. Mohamed Imran, General Manager
of Prime Distribution and Trading Company

Mr. Imran said: “We are delighted to make the
OPPO Reno 5G available exclusively from
Vodafone Qatar. The Reno 5G, powered by
Vodafone Qatar’s state-of-the-art 5G network,
will allow users to experience the world around
them in even more new ways, from faster
downloads to seamless gaming, buffer-free
streaming and much more.”
Mr. Al-Hebabi said: “We’re proud to partner with
Prime Distribution and Trading Company to bring
customers in Qatar the latest innovations.
Vodafone Qatar is committed to make 5G’s
unprecedented speeds accessible to everyone in
Qatar. For this, we are investing heavily in
deploying our 5G network and launching products
and services that will transform people’s mobile
experience.”  

The OPPO Reno 5G uses innovative technology to
elevate photography and mobile entertainment to
all-new heights, with the added power of 5G’s
superfast connectivity.

Ali Bin Ali Technology Solutions (ABATS)
once again participated in QITCOM, Qatar’s
information and communication technology
exhibition & conference and the country's
biggest digital event, organized by the
Ministry of Transport and Communications
(MoTC). QITCOM 2019 was held under the
'Safe, Smart Cities' theme from October
29 to November 1 at the Qatar National
Convention Center.

ABATS was also a nominee in the Qatar
Digital Business Awards 2019 organized
by the MoTC as Best Service Provider in
the Industry and was finalized in the top 3
from among 150 promising enterprises.
The Ali Bin Ali Technology Solutions
booth at the exhibition attracted a lot of
attention as the team showcased IT

systems and business solutions, including
cyber security, Oracle and FileTrail.

“It is always a pleasure to participate in
QITCOM, and be a part of this
knowledge-sharing platform for
technology providers, policy-makers,
industry experts and thought-leaders.
The footfall and enthusiasm surrounding
the exhibition indicate its popularity and
success. We are extremely proud to be
an exhibitor and of our continuous
association with Qatar’s biggest digital
event," said Mr. Mohamad A. Ebrik, COO of
the Ali Bin Ali Information &
Communications Technology Division.

QITCOM 2019 brought together a diverse
ecosystem of stakeholders from the
technology sector to exchange ideas and

collaborate towards achieving the vision of
a smarter Qatar and realizing the goals of
Qatar National Vision 2030 to build a
knowledge-based, technology-driven
economy.

This year’s edition included over 90 public
and private partners, 15 sponsors, more
than 120 local and global exhibitors in
the field, over 50 startups and more
than 20 visiting international
delegations representing global smart
cities. The event attracted more than
15,000 visitors who explored smart city
solutions and programs as well as unique
learning and business opportunities. The
event was a catalyst for the development
of safe, smart city solutions in Qatar and
around the globe.

2726

Happened
it

Ali Bin Ali Holding organized the special ‘Lights-
off’ campaign as part of the group’s CSR
activities and support for Qatar Sustainability
Week 2019, organized by the Qatar Green
Building Council under the patronage of H.E.
Sheikh Abdullah bin Nasser bin Khalifa Al-Thani,
Prime Minister and Minister of Interior.
The campaign was in line with Qatar National
Vision 2030.
As part of the program, all lights in the 11-storey
Head Office building of the company were
switched off every day of the Sustainability
Week (October 26 – November 3) for two hours,
from 9pm to 11pm.
Speaking about the initiative, Group Corporate
Communications Manager Mr. Imad Hashim said:
“Ali Bin Ali Holding is always keen to support
all endeavors to save the environment and
raise awareness among its employees about
the same. The week-long initiative served as a
unique and distinguishing platform to promote
a culture of sustainability and showcase ABA’S
support towards achieving the nation’s
sustainable development goals.”

ABA Holding joins
Qatar Sustainability
Week 2019 with special
‘Lights-off’ campaign

3rd Nov - 2019

1st Nov - 2019

Ali Bin Ali
Technology

Solutions
shines at

QITCOM 2019 
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Vodafone Qatar & PDTC exclusively
launch the OPPO 5G smartphone

Celebrating the creations of yet another local talent,
Galeries Lafayette Doha has launched luxury abaya
brand Malachite by Qatari designer Amna
Abdulwahab. Founded in 2017 in Doha, Malachite
offers elegant handmade couture abaya using the
finest silk, the best Swarovski crystals and the most
exquisite pearls.
The boutique was ceremoniously launched on
November 21, 2019 where the guests enjoyed the first
look of Malachite’s Capsule Collection created
exclusively for Galeries Lafayette Doha, while sipping
on some Arabic coffee. The perfectly set Arabic
ambiance reflected the brand’s philosophy that luxury is
an experience.
Addressing her audience, Amna Abdulwahab said: “We
are glad to be a part of Galeries Lafayette Doha,
especially because we share the Parisian
Department Store's vision of bringing together art
and culture. This collaboration will introduce a new
chapter in the world of abaya fashion. Malachite is
all about empowering women as we believe that
with the right abaya, you can conquer the world.”
The name Malachite means a stone of balance,
abundance, manifestation and intention. It represents
personal growth and abundance of spirit. The signature
green color of the brand symbolizes the rich and verdant

hues of nature in full bloom.
The luxury brand’s vision and interest in
details is portrayed in the fine selection of
accessories and embellishments and
delicate designs that manifest the luxurious
experience of abaya couture. Their
distinguished work ensures excellence
and a touch of finesse and couture in
the making of abayas.

Galeries Lafayette
Doha launches

Qatari luxury abaya
brand Malachite

21st  Nov - 2019
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ABA Luxury

ABA Beverages

In yet another effort to boost
employee engagement, Ali
Bin Ali Holding organized a
free health check-up camp
across the Group’s different
divisions located all over
Qatar. This campaign to
promote good health among
the employees was also a
part of the Group’s Corporate
Social Responsibility.

The camp, organized in
association with Naseem Al
Rabeeh Medical Centre, was
held for three weeks and
stationed in different
divisions of the Group. The
health check-up campaign
began on November 10 at
the Ali Bin Ali Holding Head
Office and travelled to

different offices of the Group
- 21 High st, Galeries
Lafayette, ABA Hospitality, IA
& PCP, Pepsi, Printing Press,
ABA Luxury, ABATS and ABA
Travels’ office, until
November 27. 

At each of the locations, the
Naseem Al Rabeeh team set
up their camp and checked
the staff’s blood pressure,
sugar, BMI and cholesterol
levels. A detailed report was
given to each participant
after the check-up along with
advice in good health. The
Ali Bin Ali staff members
attending the health check-
up camp also received
vouchers for one free
consultation and regular

discounts at
Naseem Al
Rabeeh.

Speaking about
the idea behind
the health
camp, Group
Corporate
Communications Manager Mr.
Imad Hashim said: “Ali Bin
Ali Holding tries its best to
promote good health for its
staff. In a healthy body 

prevails a healthy mind
and good health is a
key factor for increased
productivity of your
employees. The camp
was formulated to
encourage awareness

about the employee’s own
health and thereby keeping
the employee healthy,
engaged and productive."

The success of the camp was
evident from the response it
received from the company’s
staff. Almost 1500 people
were checked during the
campaign and everyone was
glad to get such an
opportunity at their place of
work.

  

Scan to watch

VIDEO
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Ali Bin Ali Holding free health check-up
camp receives overwhelming response

ABA Travels

21 high st & Galeries Lafayette

ABA Printing Press

Happened
it

Head Office

IA & PCP

ABATS



Experience and knowledge are rapidly losing their
relevance to success in the workplace. Harvard

economist David Deming studied workplace tasks from
1980 to the present day and found that those which
emphasize social skills grew by a whopping 24%,

while tasks requiring technical know-how and
intelligence experienced little growth. Deming also
found that salaries increased the most for jobs that

place extra emphasis on social skills.
With the increasing emphasis on social skills, those

who lack them stand out like a zebra in a field of
horses. We all know the types: the person who won’t

stop talking when you’re trying to meet a deadline, the
one who blatantly takes credit for your ideas, or the one

who callously leaves you to pull an all-nighter to fix
their mistake. The list goes on.

There are a lot of otherwise intelligent people out there
who can’t stop shooting themselves in the foot.

Sadly, their lack of self-awareness and social skills
are massive detriments to their careers.

Social skills and self-awareness are matters of
emotional intelligence (EQ), and TalentSmart’s

research with over a million people has shown that
emotional intelligence is responsible for 58% of job
performance. Those who lack emotional intelligence

are at a significant disadvantage.

There are certain types of people
whose lack of emotional intelligence
harms their careers more than others.
By studying them, you can avoid
becoming one of them. Use that
knowledge to build your self-
awareness, make adjustments, and
grow as a person.

The coward.
Fear is an extremely powerful motivator. This
is why presidential candidates tell people that
their opponent will “destroy the economy” and
advertisements warn that “smoking kills.” In the
workplace, people overcome by fear resort to
irrational and damaging behavior. Cowardly
colleagues are quick to blame others and to
cover up important mistakes, and they fail to
stand up for what is right.

The Dementor.
In J. K. Rowling’s Harry Potter series, Dementors
are evil creatures that suck people’s souls out of
their bodies, leaving them merely as shells of
humans. Rowling said that she developed the
concept for Dementors based on highly
negative people—the kind of people who have
the ability to walk into a room and instantly
suck the life out of it. Dementors suck the life

out of the room by imposing their negativity
and pessimism upon everyone they encounter.
Their viewpoints are always glass half empty,
and they can inject fear and concern into even
the most benign situations.

The arrogant.
Arrogant people are a waste of your time
because they see everything you do as a
personal challenge. Arrogance is false
confidence, and it always masks major
insecurities. A University of Akron study found
that arrogance is correlated with a slew of
problems in the workplace. Arrogant people
tend to be lower performers and more
disagreeable and to have more cognitive
problems than the average person.

The group-thinker.
Group-thinkers choose the path of least
resistance and are famous for propagating the
“this is how we’ve always done it” mentality. If
you find yourself getting brainwashed with
what everyone else believes, be careful; the
status quo never leads to greatness.

The short-changed.
The short-changed are quick to blame their
lack of accomplishment on a lack of
opportunity. While a lucky break may put a
little wind in a successful person’s sails, they got
where they are through hard work. What the
short-changed don’t realize is that their attitude
is what’s short-changing them, not their
circumstances.

The temperamental.
Some people have absolutely no control over
their emotions. They will lash out at you and
project their feelings onto you, all the while
thinking that you’re the one causing their
malaise. Temperamental people perform

poorly because their emotions cloud their
judgment and their lack of self-control
destroys their relationships.

The victim.
Victims are tough to identify because you
initially empathize with their problems. But, as
time passes, you begin to realize that their
“time of need” is all the time. Victims actively
push away any personal responsibility by
making every speed bump they encounter into
an uncrossable mountain. They don’t see
tough times as opportunities to learn and
grow from; instead, they see them as an out.

The gullible.
You can’t help but feel sorry for the gullible
type. For whatever reason, gullible people
(often newbies) go with the flow until the
gentle river becomes a tumultuous ocean. It’s
okay to negotiate your salary, it’s okay to say no,
and it’s okay to question the way things are
done. You’ll earn a lot more respect if you stand
up for yourself when the time is right.

The apologizer.
People who lack confidence are always
apologizing for their ideas and actions. They
fear failure and believe that apologizing will
act as a safety net. Instead, unnecessary
apologies cheapen their ideas and make them
less likely to stick. Stating an idea or opinion as
a question is just as bad as apologizing. If you
really believe something is worth sharing,
then own it and share it with confidence.

Bringing It All Together
None of these behaviors are a career death
sentence because they can be eradicated
through improved emotional intelligence. All it
takes is a little self-awareness and a strong
desire to change.

3130

at worksucceedof people who never

Source: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/9-types-people-
who-never-succeed-work-dr-travis-bradberry)

“Failure isn’t fatal,
but failure to

change might be”
John Wooden9 types

Management
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Ali Bin Ali Holding’s Dohatna Innovative
Distribution, the official partner of Samsung
Electronics, organized a special event in Doha
on November 27 to offer high-profile guests a
first-hand experience of the Galaxy Fold and a
chance to discover Samsung’s largest-ever
mobile display as well as multiple
functionalities. 
The exclusive event highlighted how the
Galaxy Fold brings together the best of the
smartphone and tablet experiences, folding
them into one device.

Present at the exclusive event, held at
Galeries Lafayette Doha’s Wahaj restaurant
in 21 High st – Katara, were the Chairman &

President of Ali Bin Ali Holding, Mr. Adel Ali
Bin Ali; Vice-Chairman & EVP of Ali Bin Ali
Holding, Mr. Nabeel Ali Bin Ali; General
Manager of Dohatna Innovative Distribution,
Mr. Mohammad Imran; Managing Director of
Samsung Electronics Qatar & Kuwait, Mr.
JungHeum Shin; and other officials from
Dohatna’s Samsung Qatar team.

Welcoming everyone, Mr. Adel Ali Bin Ali said:
“We are glad to be a part of this new
chapter of mobile device history in Qatar.
Our relationship with Samsung Electronics
is not new and we hope to join hands with
them in launching many more innovative
products in Qatar.”

The Galaxy Fold has a 4.6-inch cover
display and, when unfolded, the
device reveals the world’s first 7.3-
inch Infinity Flex Display, offering
endless multitasking possibilities.
The Galaxy Fold is also equipped
with six versatile cameras from
cover to cover, allowing you to snap
a photo whenever and wherever
while offering you flexibility in
function as well as form. With a
next-generation AP chipset and
12GB of RAM, the Galaxy Fold can
achieve powerful performance. 

Mr. JungHeum Shin said: “Samsung
and Dohatna Innovative
Distribution share a long-standing
partnership and are continually

looking for new ways to deliver the best
possible mobile experiences to customers
in Qatar. The category-defining Galaxy Fold
is designed to inspire and unlock new
mobile experiences, it’s evident in today’s
event.”

The Galaxy Fold comes with 12GB of RAM and
512GB internal storage in Space Silver and
Cosmos Black -  

Showcasing yet another local talent, Ali Bin
Ali Holding’s Galeries Lafayette Doha has
ceremoniously inaugurated the first boutique
of fragrances by Abdulla Al Abdulla. This is
the first-ever ‘Made in Qatar’ fragrance brand
launch in an international capacity.
On 3 December 2019, an exclusive influencer
dinner was organized to introduce the luxury
niche fragrance booth inside Galeries
Lafayette Doha. The set-up and ambiance
resonated with the sophisticated and
scintillating persona of the newly launched
fragrance brand.
An elaborate three-course candlelight dinner
was followed by the creator explaining his

Galeries Lafayette Doha
Launches first-ever ‘Made
in Qatar’ fragrance brand
by Abdulla Al Abdulla

Dohatna Innovative Distribution hosts exclusive Galaxy Fold event in Qatar

27th  Nov - 2019

Ali Bin Ali Holding’s Galeries
Lafayette Doha is showcasing
the incredible art and artists of
Qatar in the run up to, and in
celebration of, Qatar National
Day 2019. The art festival, held
from November 28 until January
2020, highlights the works of
renowned Qatari artist Ahmed
Al Maadheed. 

The artist who created the iconic
image"TAMIM THE GLORY” of HH
the Emir, has become the symbol
of Qatari strength during the
blockade and has given him
national and international
recognition for his work.

The art festival started on
November 28 with the launch of
Al Maadheed's exhibition–
titled HUMANITY – on the second
floor of the Parisian Store and a

display of exclusive merchandise
at Galeries Lafayette Doha’s art
corner. Apart from the creative
canvas of Al Maadheed, art
lovers can also purchase the
limited-edition merchandise with
the artist’s artwork on them.

An exclusive preview and a
meet-and-greet session were
organized for VIPs, the local
media and social media
influencers. The exhibition was
thrown open to the public the
very next day, enabling them to
admire the latest creations of the
artist, which include paintings
describing our world and
humanity.

Speaking about his work and the
festival, Al Maadheed said: “My
art is my way of expressing
feelings and I am glad that it is
being showcased at Galeries
Lafayette and 21 High st. The
paintings under the HUMANITY-
themed show will tell different
stories to be interpreted by the
viewer in his own way,
stimulate positivity and hope
among humans."

The exhibition aims to spread
peace, love and optimism, as
well as reject racism. In
addition, it calls for living with
love and humanity, motivating
humans to be the best version of
themselves".

Apart from the painting
exhibition inside, Al Maadheed’s
art and presence is seen around
Galeries Lafayette Doha and 21
High st. Exclusive sculptures of
the artist’s initials and the Arabic
numerical eighteen, at the
entrance of the French
Department Store, set the correct
mood for the occasion of Qatar
National Day. 

To guide visitors and help them
navigate the art-animated areas
in 21 High st and Galeries
Lafayette Doha, an ‘Art Trail
Map’ is available at the entrance
of Galeries Lafayette.

Qatari
international

artist Ahmed Al
Maadheed’s

masterpieces
adorn Galeries
Lafayette Doha 

journey about how he interprets fashion with a
key Middle Eastern touch while allowing for a
vast Western influence and flair.
Following the launch, on 5 December, a special
meet-and-greet session was organized at the
fragrance boutique inside Galeries Lafayette
Doha. Open to the public, the gathering allowed
guests to experience and explore the very
essence of Al Abdulla and his world of fragrance
with empowering and sensual scents.
“It is indeed an honor to be able to showcase
my fragrances at the luxury Parisian
Department Store. I see fragrances as so much
more than simply being a scent. It is a
journey of scintillating scents that takes me
down a nostalgic path of the past. Galeries
Lafayette Doha’s chic clientele is the ideal
audience for my empowering and sensual
scents.”
The influencer and Qatari tastemaker makes his
debut in the world of fragrances with the
empowering and sensual scents of Dusk and
Dawn that represent the essence of Al Abdulla.

Dusk is intoxicating, sensual and irresistible with
aromatic top notes of lemon, raspberry and
saffron with a base of intoxicating amber, sweet
vanilla and patchouli. Dawn is divergent, fresh
and crisp with top notes of wormwood, smoky
incense, pink pepper and cardamom with a base
of ambergris, sandalwood, tobacco and musk.
The two scents were developed by the master
of fragrance from the fragrance house of Jean
Niel, which is one of the world’s oldest fragrance
houses in Grasse (on the French Riviera),
founded in 1779. The fragrances come in
modern, daring and luxurious sphere-shaped
bottles made of jet-black glass with an interplay
of rose and white gold.

5th Dec - 2019

28th  Nov - 2019
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With the aim of sharing the vision and strategy
for the business in the coming months, Ali Bin
Ali Holding’s Fashion and Galeries Lafayette
Doha organized a general assembly session
for their staff.
The gathering was held on December 27, 2019
at Em Sheriff Restaurant in Sheraton Grand Doha

Resort & Convention Hotel. The assembly
focused on sharing the global financial picture
and challenges for the division.
Speaking about the event, Head of Retail –
Galeries Lafayette Doha Ms. Hadami Magtouf
said: “It is very important to make sure that
all staff members are aligned with the vision
of the business. Only then can we expect
them to deliver their best. 
"This assembly will not only update them
about the future business strategy but also
give an overview of the division’s goals.”

The assembly was a part of the employee
engagement program of ABA Holding and the
opportunity was also used to award the
deserving employees of ABA Fashion and
Galeries Lafayette.
Adding a fun element to the event, a musical
performance was presented by Ahmed Amri,
Ahmed Hadriche and Youssef Ghazaoui. The
evening concluded with a scrumptious buffet at
Em Sherif.

On December 20, 2019 Ali
Bin Ali Holding’s Fashion,
Luxury and Galeries
Lafayette organized an
inter-division football
match. The Kick-Off Football
League witnessed stiff
competition between ABA
Fashion and Galeries
Lafayette Doha, and ABA
Luxury.
At 7am, the team members
and organizers gathered at
Markhiya Stadium and were

all set for an exciting game.
There were a total of 70
participants and eight teams.
Apart from the members of
the divisions, who were
there to cheer the teams,
also present at the event to
lend support was ABA
Holding’s General Manager -
Administration, Mr. Moataz
Ahmed Eid.
After an exciting tournament,
The Painters Team from
Galeries Lafayette Doha led

by Mathias Mamodbay
emerged victorious and the
Ultras/Mont Blanc Team
were the runners-up. Mr.
Moataz gave away the
trophies and medals for the
winners.
The Kick-Off Football League,
a part of ABA HR’S
employee engagement
program, was a great
opportunity for team-building
and fun outside the work
environment.

ABA Fashion and Galeries Lafayette Doha, ABA
Luxury fight it out at The Kick-Off Football League

In Partnership with
Samsung Gulf Electronics,
Dohatna Innovative
Distribution announces
launch of ‘Samsung Travel
Companion’ Program in Qatar

Celebrating ABA Travel Bureau’s 50th
anniversary, Ali Bin Ali Holding’s Travels
division organized a gathering for its staff
on December 14, 2019, to commemorate
the occasion.
The special dinner was held at Em Sherif
Restaurant in Sheraton Grand Doha Resort
& Convention Hotel. 
Apart from the division’s staff, including
General Manager of ABA Travel Bureau
Mr. Saeed Al Hajri, also present at the
event were the country managers of
Oman Air, Sri Lankan Airlines and Royal
Air Maroc.
The golden jubilee celebration of ABA
Travel Bureau was also the perfect
occasion to highlight the efforts of all
who have made a difference and
contributed to the success of the ABA

Travels division.
“This is a very special moment for ABA
Travels. It has been a long and fruitful
50 years of serving the industry and
people. We thank all who have
contributed to this wonderful journey
and we will continue to deliver the
best of services," said Mr. Al Hajri.
Established in 1969, the ABA Travels
division now consists of Ali Bin Ali
Travel Bureau, Ali Bin Ali International

Travel & Tourism, and Ali Bin Ali Cargo.
Ali Bin Ali Travel Bureau represents
several major airlines as General Sales
Agents and other airlines as an appointed
Sales Agent.

Ali Bin Ali Holding’s Dohatna
Innovative Distribution, the
official partner of Samsung
Electronics, On December 10,
2019, announced the launch of
the ‘Samsung Travel
Companion’ program. 

Exclusively for travelers with
Galaxy smartphones, the program
will be live at the Qatar Duty
Free Samsung Brand Shop
located in the departure terminal
within Hamad International

Airport from December 12, 2019
to February 12, 2020.

Travelers with Samsung Galaxy
smartphones will benefit from
various services offered as part of
the program at the Samsung
Brand Shop – including support
with software update, data
transfer and general consultation
about their device. While the
program is live, customers and
program participants will be
offered a travel pouch as a gift.

Commenting on the Program,
General Manager of Dohatna
Innovative Distribution Mr.
Mohammad Imran said: “With
the holiday season coming up,
it is a very strategic decision to
launch the Samsung Travel
Companion program. This is a
new level of reaching out to
customers and catering to their
needs. Dohatna Innovative

Distribution is glad to partner
with Samsung in launching this
program.”

Mr. Kiran Kumar Tewari, Head of
Customer Service Group at
Samsung Gulf Electronics, said:
“We believe that customers’
satisfaction plays a vital role,
not just in retaining our loyal
customers but also in attracting
new ones through positive
feedback and strong customer
service portfolios. We are
constantly finding ways to
enhance our services by
understanding our customers’
needs and wants. As the leader
in the technology industry, we
strive to offer excellence in
customer service.”

For more details of this program
please contact Samsung on 
800-2255 

Ali Bin Ali Travels
celebrates 50th

anniversary of ABA
Travel Bureau
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Ali Bin Ali Holding
celebrates Qatar
National Day 2019

Like every year, Ali Bin Ali Holding joined
the nation as it celebrated Qatar National
Day on December 18, 2019. The ABA Head
Office tower was specially branded for the
occasion and flags were installed outside the
building.
Congratulatory messages and emails were
also sent out to the staff, celebrating the unity
and strength of the nation that more than
4000 employees of ABA Holding call home.
Under the slogan ‘The path of excellence is
difficult’, this year’s National Day
celebrated the challenges Qatar faced,
fought back and always emerged victorious.
Qatar National Day, also known as
Founder’s Day, pays homage to Sheikh
Jassim bin Mohammed Al Thani, the nation’s
esteemed founder. It also accentuates the
identity and history of the country and
celebrates the ideas and visionary
aspirations that Qatar was founded on.

Ali Bin Ali Holding
Fashion and Galeries

Lafayette holds general
assembly for staff

27th  Dec - 2019

20th  Dec - 2019
18th  Dec - 2019

14th  Dec - 2019

12th  Dec - 2019
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Here are a few of the
biggies you’re likely to
see within weeks of
dropping the sweet stuff:

Get ready for younger-
looking skin
Research suggests that slashing
your sugar intake can help lessen
sagging and other visible signs of
aging. The sugar in your diet
affects the amount of sugar in your
bloodstream — and studies suggest
that high blood sugar levels set up
a molecular domino effect called
glycation. That's just a fancy term
for a process that can hinder the

repair of your skin's collagen, the
protein that keeps it looking plump.
A diet full of treats can also lead to
reduced elasticity and premature
wrinkles.

Score lasting energy
Studies show that added dietary
sugars can decrease the activity of
orexin cells. These cells are
basically the 'Energizer Bunnies' of
our bodies, and induce
wakefulness, stoke the metabolism
and keep our system "movin’ and
groovin’". When orexin cells are
turned off or absent, we’re sleepy
and sluggish, which explains why
you want to nap after a carb- and
sugar-laden lunch.
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Health

for a better 
version of
YOU

Ditch

When starting out on the sugar-kicking
journey, you’re going to have good days
and bad. Quitting sugar is not a diet, it

is a process – it’s going to take a little
time. After all, you’ve probably been

hooked on the stuff for decades.
Once you get on the low-sugar path,
you will start noticing the little and
not-so-little benefits. There are a

myriad of ills, a  ches, pains and chronic
health irritations that have much more
to do with sugar than we realize – and
that many of them start to fall away as

our sugar dependence decreases. 
So, what feel-good changes do you

have to look forward to? 

It

Keeps your brain sharp
You may have been warned that
sweets can eat away at teeth
enamel, but what's even scarier is
that sugar can eat away at your
brain power, too. Research shows
that eating too much sugar can
cause impaired cognitive function
and reduce proteins that are
necessary for memory and
responsiveness.

Drop pounds faster
Increased insulin levels don't just
add pounds to your stomach, but
they also put fat cells all over your
body into calorie-storage overdrive.
Replacing refined carbs and sugary
foods in your diet with healthy fats
helps keep your insulin stable, and
fewer calories get stored as fat. As
a result, hunger decreases,
metabolism speeds up and you
can lose weight with less struggle.

Better sleeping pattern
A high sugar intake will delay the
release of melatonin in the brain,
which is essential for the
homeostatic control of sleep. And
lack of sleep, in turn, can increase
your need to eat more sugar,
continuing the cycle.

Reduced food cravings
This is because when blood sugar
is uncontrollable, you’ll experience
sugar highs and sugar lows. The
lows drive you to drastically
increase your blood glucose and,

as a result, you’re more likely to
crave higher sugar foods that keep
you riding the sugar roller-coaster.
Without the blood sugar ups and
downs, you might notice your
body yearning for these sorts of
unhealthy foods.

Your gut will function
better
When sugar is reduced in the diet,
it’s often swapped for foods rich
in dietary fiber such as fruits,
vegetables, nuts, seeds and
wholegrain - which are all great
for the gut.

Improved mental health
Who knew there was a relationship
between sugar and mental health?
According to recent research, high
sugar intakes have been associated
with an increased risk of
depression, anxiety and other
mental health issues. Changing
your diet won’t necessarily cure
anxiety but it can help reduce some
of the symptoms associated with it.

Stop worrying about
diabetes
Since having fewer sweets helps
you keep off excess pounds, you'll
also be more protected against
type 2 diabetes. Besides, eating
less sugar lowers your risk of the
disease in another way: a diet
with lots of fast-digesting
carbohydrates, like sugar, requires
the pancreas to release lots of
insulin, meal after meal, day after
day. That excessive demand may
overtax insulin-producing cells,
causing them to malfunction,
eventually leading to diabetes.

Your blood pressure and
cholesterol will start
heading south
Is your blood pressure higher than
it should be? High sugar intake
could be pushing it over the line.
Cut the sugar and watch your
blood pressure numbers drop.
You may even be able to stay in
the healthy zone and off
prescription medications!

Your liver function will
improve
The consumption of excess sugar
(particularly in the form of
fructose) and sugar sweetened
beverages is heavily linked to non-
alcoholic fatty liver disease.
Excess fructose cannot be
metabolized by the liver without
glucose, so the fructose gets stored
around the liver. Limiting your
sugar intake will help reduce the
risks of non-alcoholic fatty liver
disease.

Better dental health
We've heard again and again about
the connection between sweet
treats and dental decay and
cavities. Sugar provides a quick
food source for bacteria so they
can reproduce quickly, causing
plaque buildup and that awful
morning breath. Sugary sodas,
juices and candies create an acidic,
cavity-promoting environment in
the mouth.

Brain fog, begone!
Cutting sugar may be one of the
best tools you currently have in
your dietary arsenal to protect it
from future cognitive decline,
dementia and Alzheimer’s
disease. What’s more, ditching
sugar has a more obvious and
immediate benefit: a clearer head.
Yes, less sugar equals less brain fog.

Looks like we have more than
enough reasons to reduce the
amount of sugar in our diets,
then, doesn't it?

Everyone is talking about sugar, but
why? The short answer is that sugar is
an extraordinarily destructive
substance that most people eat far too
much of. Granted that the body does
need trace amounts of sugar to
function, a little sweetness is okay —
with the emphasis being on LITTLE.
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Farewell
d    t Ali Bin Ali Holding is much more than a Company, it is a family. People from all over the world work here as

one unit and develop a bond that is not very common in the corporate world. We treasure this relationship
with our staff and believe it is a lifelong one. As we bid farewell to some of our treasured employees, we
would like to thank them for their contribution in making our family stronger. 

The dot took time to learn about the retirees’ experience with ABA Holding  , all the memories they are taking
back with them and also their advice for the future generation. 

Sameh Mostafa

Mosharraf H.
Mridha 

Finance Manager
ABA Logistics 

I have spent 14 happy years here
and, as I leave, I want to wish
everyone the very best for the future. 
Give your best at work and you will
surely be successful.

I have learnt
a lot from Ali
Bin Ali Group,
including corporate culture,
teamwork and
commitment. This
company has given me a
family-like environment
and supported me.

Abdalla Yousef Shammout
Group Personnel Manager

Head Office - Administration 
I have enjoyed helping all
the people who approached
me and made sure that
everyone is happy when
they leave my office. It has
been a great experience and
I am retiring from my job
with lots of happy memories.

I came to Qatar on October 26, 1980 and joined Ali Bin Ali.
My journey with the Group started with creating the

Personnel department from scratch. We basically created
the first administration system for Ali Bin Ali Group.

I enjoyed my job and my working years thoroughly. I have
enjoyed helping all the people who approached me and
made sure that everyone is happy when they leave my

office. It has been a great experience and I am retiring from
my job with lots of happy memories.

My advice to all would be to love your job. If you love your
job, you will be best at it. 

I joined ABA Logistics as a Finance Manager. 
It has been a completely blissful journey since then.
Over the years, Logistics operations were restructured and
I put in my best effort to make sure that the division
made a profit. I have also received enough recognition
and appreciation
for my work. I have learnt a lot from Ali Bin Ali Group,
including corporate culture, teamwork and commitment.
This company has given me a family-like environment
and supported me.
The multinational and multicultural workforce has
allowed us to develop a broader perspective and
understanding.
I would tell the next generation to first focus on the job
and go in-depth in your area of work. If you can do this
and be devoted to your work, it will help you, your
division and ultimately the whole Group.

Senior Graphic Designer
ABA Printing Press

Ali Bin Ali happened to me
unexpectedly when I was on a visit to
Doha. I joined ABA Printing Press in
2005. Thereafter, I never thought about
leaving because I fell in love with the
Group.
Ali Bin Ali Group is one of the best
organizations in Qatar.
I have spent 14 happy years here and,
as I leave, I want to wish everyone the
very best for the future. 
Remember, the owners of Ali Bin Ali
Holding are great people, very polite
and fair. Respect them for everything
they are. Give your best at work and
you will surely be successful.

1980 -  2019

2005 -  2019

Ali Bin Ali Beverages was a great period of my life and career.
I was directly hired from Egypt and within two years of joining
the company I took responsibility of the Logistics Department

and till today I am performing my job with full dedication.
I am sad to leave behind such a great workplace that has

been like home for so many years, my colleagues and team.
But of course, I am also looking forward to being with my

family.
My message to all my juniors would be that one should put
their mind in what they are doing in order to be successful.

Concentrate well on your job, however big or small.
Maintain good relations with your colleagues and let the

company trust you.
2004 -  2019

2006 -  2019

Refaat Hassan Hussein 
Logistics Manager- Pepsi

ABA Beverages
I am sad to leave behind
such a great workplace that
has been like home for so
many years, my colleagues
and team. But of course, I
am also looking forward to
being with my family.

Mohammedali
Abdulsobhan
Assistant Mechanic

ABA Beverages

Pepsi was my first job in
Qatar and I have never
thought of leaving it. I
was very happy here
and never had any
complaints. I hope
everyone works hard
and like me, stays in the
company for very long.

1987 -  2019

Shamsul Alam
Chief Mechanic
ABA Beverages

My journey with ABA started
at the Pepsi garage and,

from the very grassroots, I
became a chief mechanic. I

thank God for giving me this
great opportunity and

experience of being a part of
such a great company. I hope
the future generation is also
like us and work to the best

of their capabilities.

1982 -  2019

Emmanuel Peter
Chief Mechanic
Pepsi PRD, ABA Beverages
Production

I was hired directly from Pakistan
and recruited to work at the Wakra

Power Station. After working in
the ABA Block Factory I finally

joined the Pepsi CO2 plant in 1978
as an electric foreman. I have

learnt so much in this company -
from good management skills and

good human values to efficient
ways of working. I want to ask all

my younger colleagues to work
with their best efforts. Ali Bin Ali is
a great company. If you give your
best, you will get all the benefits

and recognition you deserve. I
thank the Almighty for giving me
this experience and a good life.

1978 -  2019

Shahid Hussain 
Technician Supervisor

ABA Beverages

Long back in 1979, I came to Qatar and
joined Ali Bin Ali Group and this has been
my home since then. I have spent 40 happy
and satisfied years here. I am going back
with some wonderful memories of my
workplace, my manager and our owners. I
still remember how the late Mr. Ali Bin Ali
used to visit us to check if everything was
working well and we were all doing fine.
Those are unforgettable days. I urge the
future generation to work hard and give
their best. This is the best company in Qatar
and it is hard to find a workplace like this.

1979 -  2019



Qivi Dar
Production Helper
Pepsi - Production

I have spent almost all
my life working for the
ABA Group and it has
been a blissful journey.
We lived, laughed and
worked together. Leaving
ABA feels like leaving my
family, I will miss every-
one. I hope our junior col-
leagues work happily and
give their best efforts. 

1980 -  2019

Jamadar Shah
Salesman
Pepsi - Sales

I have been with the Pepsi
family for 40 years and had a
great time working here. For

an uneducated person like
me, this place taught me

good work and offered me a
good salary. I even went on
to win two awards for my

work. I am thankful to Ali Bin
Ali for everything it has done
for me. I urge everybody to
give their best at work be-
cause if the company does

well, you will also rise in life
- I am an example of that.

Stay happy and work happily.

1980 -  2019

Khalid Kamal
Salesman
Pepsi - Sales

Pepsi Cola has made me
everything I am today. I

learnt about sales here and
they trained me totally

from scratch. Everybody,
from my manager to my
colleagues, was always
there to support me. Ali
Bin Ali has given me so
much experience about

work and about the world.
My message to the future

generation is that work
with all your dedication
and loyalty so that the

company advances and you
make a name for yourself.

1992 -  2019

Said Gul
Production Helper
Pepsi - Production

I have had a long and fulfill-
ing journey with the Ali Bin
Ali family. I had joined as a
laborer for the Group and in
the 2000s I joined Pepsi
Cola. I was fortunate to find
such good people to work
with and faced almost no
problems. I will always re-
member these days fondly.

1988 -  2019

Abdulbasar
Abulqusham

Mechanic
Pepsi Workshop

It was a great experience
working with Ali Bin Ali
Holding’s Pepsi Cola Qatar.
I worked with people
from various nationalities
across the globe and
learnt so much from
them. My message to the
future generation of the
company is that you
should take good care of
your work and deliver to
the best of your potential.

1992 -  2019

Mohammed
Kamal Shah

Cooler Helper
Pepsi Cooler Workshop

Working in Ali Bin Ali
Beverages has been one
of the biggest blessings
of my life. I have learnt
so much here and grew
both personally and pro-
fessionally. I and going
back with fond memo-
ries and will always re-
member everyone
fondly. I wish everyone
all the best! 
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1982 -  2019



Water recycling refers to
strategies to reuse
water beneficially to
reduce the use of
available natural water
resources. At the
simplest level, we
should start conserving
this precious element of

nature in our homes,
in our everyday lives.
Here are some tips for
you to join the
conservation
bandwagon.

Rain barrels – Rain
barrels collect water that runs
off into sewage systems. For
starters, you can place a
simple barrel under your
gutter’s downspout. Usually,
when it rains, the water
moves directly to our sewage
system. This is a lot of
chemical-free, clean water
that one could put to good
use.

Reuse water – Washing
pasta or vegetables before
cooking or poured yourself or a
guest a glass of water and let
it sit too long? Recycle them
for tasks like watering house
plants. Even the soapy bath
water can easily be put into

buckets for everyday cleaning
tasks or cleaning your car.

Use buckets - Buckets can
be used instead of the
showers. When using buckets,
the amount of water that is
used is less compared to when
one uses a shower as the
water running from the
showers tend to be more and
besides it could be wasted.

Grey water – Grey water
is wasted every day, but
doesn’t contain sewage, so it
can easily be filtered for reuse
like laundry, showers, baths
and dishwashers. A grey water
system connects directly to
your plumbing to capture this
water. Although these systems
do require installation, they
reduce water usage by 30-70%!

Watering plants - Some
small holes can be made on
half-used water bottles and
inserted into the ground soil as
they let out water slowly to
the plants. This way, the water
is not wasted by pouring it
away all at once but used by
the plant as necessary.

Dry-sweep more - Dry-
sweep in and around the
house, instead of washing it.
For driveways, dry-sweep it
before washing the cars. In
this, one places a car on the
driveway and then washes it
in such a way that the soapy
water cleans the driveway in
the process.

Scatter your leftover
ice on the lawn -
Another not-so-obvious way to
reuse water is to put your
unused ice cubes to good use.
Rather than letting them go
down the drain, throw them in
a bowl.

Our world's resources are
far from infinite. Water

often seems to be
abundant, but humanity

is actually putting a
great deal of strain on

the available surface and
groundwater water

supplies. Our failure to
conserve our water
supply is causing

droughts, dust storms
and other environmental
problems that hurt both
humanity and nature.

The only way to prevent
the situation from

turning into a disaster is
to start conserving and

recycling water.
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around
the home

How to
reuse

Water
The Dot caught up with
Mr. Moataz to learn
about his journey with
Ali Bin Ali Group.

Tell us about yourself? 
I am from Egypt and moved to
Saudi Arabia to work after my
graduation, and was there for 18
years. I was part of the
consultation firm that was
restructuring Ali Bin Ali Group’s
administration system. That’s
how my connection with this
great company began.
Eventually, on June 23, 1996 I
joined ABA as the Group Admin
Manager. Ali Bin Ali Group had
12 companies back then, with
860 staff members.

Tell us about your journey
with Ali Bin Ali Group?
My journey with ABA began with
creating the base and restructuring
the administrative system for the
Group. It wasn’t an easy task and I
had to create the first set of formal
documents that the company had. I
worked on all the policies and
procedures and created the
standard that we follow today. It
was later that the Human
Resources Department was created
and things started to modernize. I
am happy that I have been a part
of this journey and been
instrumental in the growth of Ali
Bin Ali Group.

How would you describe your
relationship with ABA?
ABA is like my family. I not just
work but almost live in the ABA
office. I am a part of it and I grew
with it.  

If not into the Administrative
field, what would have been
your area of work?
I love administration, it’s in my
blood and I can’t imagine doing
anything else. There is a chemistry
between me and this line of work. 

Where do you see ABA
Holding five years from now?
We have a strong base and vision
and are bound to flourish. Time has
already proved that. After five
years, I am sure the future
generations of the company will
take it much higher.

How would you describe
yourself as a boss?
I consider myself a father for my
staff and don’t want to push or
impose. I make sure that all work is
done without my constant
vigilance. I make sure that my staff
are in a happy space where they
enjoy their work and deliver their
best. From what I hear, my staff
think I am a fair and kind boss.

How do you encourage your
staff to take control and
responsibility?
I treat all my staff equally and with
total fairness. I give them freedom
and space, which allows them to
take charge of their work and build
self-awareness and responsibility.

Also, I make sure everyone is
respected and recognized for their
work. 

How do you want your staff
to look at you?
My staff consider me as their father
and not their boss. I guide them
and advise them. Even if I have a
complaint, it is from a paternal
perspective. There should be a
relationship of trust and honesty
between a boss and his employees.

Who is your idol? Describe his
most admirable
characteristics?
There are many who affected my
life. Some had a negative impact
but I took a lesson from that too.

One quote that inspires
you…
Never put off until tomorrow what
you can do today.

What are your greatest
strengths and weaknesses?
Patience is my biggest positive. I
also love and respect the people
around me and am always ready to
help. I can also easily forget and
forgive. As for weaknesses, I think I
am too soft and sweet for the real
world. Also, I like to take time to
think before making a decision,
which people often read as
hesitation.
How do we know if Mr.
Moataz is having a good day
or a bad day?
You just need to look at my face

and you will know. If I am having a
bad day, I just lock myself up in my
room till I calm down. On good
days, I am always smiling with my
door wide open.

What do you do the first
thing in the morning?
I start the day with prayer, then
watch the international news and
finally start getting ready for work.

How do you relax after a

hard day of work?
At the end of the day, I like to just
sit down all alone for an hour and
revise the whole day in my head.

What do you do in your free
time? What are your
hobbies?
I love reading and spend a lot of
time with books. I also follow the
world news very keenly. Otherwise,
I video call my family in Canada.

Tell us about your family?
I got married in 1983 and have four
children – one daughter, three sons
and three granddaughters. All of
them live in Canada.

Any final message for our
readers?
It is an honor for me to be a part of
ABA. This company deserves all our
love and devotion. We are one
Group and should spread this spirit
of loyalty. 

Year of joining: 1996

Moataz H. Ahmed Eid
Group General Manager

Administration

INTERVIEWwith
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Ali Bin Ali Holding is a big family and although we may know each other by name or official position, we hardly get the opportunity
to get to know people in a deeper way and hear about   or his/her experience with the Group. In an effort to bridge this gap, The
Dot has introduced a new section where we interview the people behind the operation of this great organization, to find out more
about them and their ABA journey.



The Sydney Opera
House
There are many ways you
can experience the Sydney
Opera House. A masterpiece
of 20th-century architecture,
the Sydney Opera House in
Circular Quay hosts more
than 40 performances each week.
If what happens off-stage
intrigues you, sign up for a two-
hour backstage tour, which takes
guests behind the scenes into the
exclusive domain of performers,
with a full cooked breakfast in the
green room.

Sydney Harbour
Bridge
Nicknamed 'The
Coathanger' and dating
back to 1932, the Sydney
Harbour Bridge is one of
Australia’s grandest
engineering feats. Visitors
can walk or cycle across

this vast structure and scale       the
summit and enjoy unbeatable
panoramic views. Expeditions will
take you high into its arches
before reaching its peak, 134
meters (440 feet) above sea
level.

Sydney Botanic Gardens
The Royal Botanic Gardens are a
rarity in that they provide such a
cavalcade of natural floral beauty.
One of the best ways to simply
enjoy nature as the world passes

you by, all within the midst of one
of the world's busiest cities, the
Botanic Gardens gives you
amazing views of the harbor
while walking through the
immaculately-maintained
greenery. Savor the endless array
of plants, trees and more, all of
which are accompanied by signs
with detailed information on each
species of flora on display.

Sydney Tower Eye
Formerly known as Centrepoint
Tower, Sydney Tower Eye is a
great place to use as a starting
point from which to get your
bearings when visiting Sydney for
the first time. Offering magical
360-degree views of the city, it
will give you not only some
panoramic scenery to look at by
also an idea as to what and
where everything is situated,
which can greatly help in
planning out your transport
options for the rest of your trip.

Bondi
Beach
Just minutes
from the city
center, you can
immerse
yourself in
'Bondi Bubble'.
From

incredible surfing to fantastic
cafes and restaurants and
designer shops - it has plenty of
options to keep you busy. Join the
locals for a casual stroll along the
Bondi to the Coogee Coastal trail -

one of Sydney’s most scenic
treks. Begin at the ocean
pool and traverse the six-
kilometer (3.7-mile) cliff-top
trail between the Tamarama
and Coogee beaches.

The Blue Mountains
Another essential natural gift for
the greater Sydney region in New
South Wales are the Blue
Mountains - a range that
comprises a kaleidoscope of
contrasts and color, rich in Aussie
bush and wildlife that is always
accompanied by a blue-haze
horizon. A trip to the Blue
Mountains from Sydney will give
you a true escape from the city
life and the rush-rush of urban
atmospheres while providing a
chance to experience a great
combination of spectacular
scenery, wildlife, plants and the
clean freshness of mountain air.

Trotter
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Australia’s largest city,
Sydney, is often

labeled as one of the
most beautiful in the

world due to its idyllic
balance of architecture,

iconic landmarks,
beautiful harbor,

botanic gardens and
impressive skyline. A

truly vibrant city that is
full of a consistent buzz

and high degree of
energy, Sydney will
have something to

captivate you. Whether
it is a quite getaway, a

family trip or an
adventure holiday,

you’ll find plenty of
points of interest and
amazing attractions.

SYDNEY
Top 6 things to see in
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Welcome to The Dot, Zoel! Please
tell us a little about yourself
Zoel: I am half-Indian and half-
Filipino, and was born and brought
up in Abu Dhabi. I moved to Doha
only in 2008. I joined the Ali Bin Ali
HR Department in 2018.

We hear that you are a guitarist.
Tell us about this talent of yours.
When and how did it all start?
Zoel: I started playing guitar when I
was 8 or 9 years old. My parents
noticed my interest in the
instrument as I kept playing in the
air. They got me a guitar and put
me in a guitar class to learn the
basic chords. As I grew up, I found
the classes were not as appealing
to me as I wanted to do more, so I
started learning by myself -

reading, watching or just listening
to others play.

Do you play both acoustic and
electric?
Zoel: Yes, I play both.

Why guitar and not any other
instrument?
Zoel: I always had a fascination for
the guitar. I did want to play the

drums at some point but
the love for guitar was
stronger and I found it
more appealing.
Do you remember your
first recital? Share your
experience with us
Zoel: I played with my
guitar classmates at Doha
Tribeca Film Festival. It
was a family day, so there
was a big crowd and we
were a little nervous. After
that, I played with my
school band for many
annual events.
How did performing on

stage become regular?
Zoel: After completing my studies
and returning from the
Netherlands, a friend approached
me for joining his band. I thought
we would just practise and play
every now and then; but as it

turned out, we play a lot and do
shows regularly.

Tell us more about the bands you
play with
Zoel: Our band is called ‘Crung’, it
is a weird name with no exact
meaning. It just represents a sound.
We are five members and I
primarily play the rhythm guitar
but also do back-up vocals.

What is music for you?
Zoel: It is an extremely important
part of my life. I like all music but
what I listen to depends on my
mood. Creating music is like living a
dream and I want to keep it going.

Who encouraged or inspired you
to take up music and develop
your talent?
Zoel: Of course my parents
encouraged me the most but
inspiration, I would say, came from
a friend who played the guitar
really well and I wanted to do
more.

Is there any particular
genre of music that you
like or you mostly play?
Zoel: I like alternative rock,
mostly metal and also
grunge.

Ever thought of taking up
music as a profession?
Zoel: Yes, I have that in
mind. I am pretty happy with how
it’s going for now but I would like to
record and put something out. I also
want to study music and get a
degree for teaching, which I believe
I can do well.

How about participating in a
talent hunt?
Zoel: I would not mind doing it but
am not very keen about it.

What is your dream project?
Zoel: I do want to have a few
recordings out. We are working on
creating our own album. However,
we need equipment and time. Also,
the writing of the lyrics will take a
while.

Have you got a chance to
showcase your talent in ABA
Holding?
Zoel: No, I am still very new in the
company. But a few of my
colleagues came to watch a few of
our shows that we had.

If ABA Holding ever plans to
create a music band, will you be
interested to join?
Zoel:Yeah, why not? If the musical
taste matches with mine, I will be
glad to join.

Do you play any other musical
instruments?
Zoel: I play a bit of the bass and
drums. I would love to play the
keyboard but my knowledge is very
basic.

Which is your all-time favorite
song?
Zoel: I cannot single out an all-time
favorite as I listen to music as per
my mood. As of now, I am hooked
on to ‘In Waves’ by Trivium. It’s an
upbeat number and reflects my
mood.

What is the best compliment you
have received for your music?
Zoel: My dad’s reaction to me
performing on stage gives me a
real high. He pretty much made me
overcome the stage fright and now
when I see his enthusiasm to

watch me perform, it makes me
feel good.

What are your passions in life
apart from music?
Zoel: I love to travel. I would love
to travel extensively and maybe
play my music over there. Food is
also a passion for me and I like to
do experimental cooking. I lived
alone for three years and tried to
make new things.

Talent
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Zoel Fernandes
MPI Coordinator, HO-HR

 Every edition of “The Dot” will showcase an interview with one talented staff from the
company. Through this section, we aim to bring out the creative side of the employees. 

ABA’s got
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